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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

We are extremely thrilled to present the twelfth edition of  Canons, 
McGill University’s undergraduate research journal publishing on 
topics related to the study of  religion. Since its first edition, Canons 

has provided students with the opportunity to publish and showcase their own 
research while making outstanding student work more accessible and engaging, 
both within and outside the McGill community.

The present issue contains five such projects, and it follows in the relatively new 
Canons tradition of  publishing interdisciplinary work.  The issue begins with 
Sofia Bachouchi’s presentation and analysis of  case studies relating to the many 
ways in which Kali is understood, and this is followed by Edward Ross’s his-
torical account of  Rinzai Zen Buddhism and the methods developed by Hakuin 
Ekaku. Jumping forward in time, Kat Svikhnushin addresses the complexities 
of  Jewish identities for Jewish Christians in Russian Christianity, and Gabrielle 
Samra touches further on ideas of  the self  by diving into the significance of  
names in Ancient Egypt. Finally, Joe Modzelewski brings in a thought provoking 
presentation on the way Kierkegaard grapples with the concept of  faith.

Special thanks go to the Dean of  Arts’ Development Fund, the Faculty of  Reli-
gious Studies, the Religious Studies Undergraduate Society, the Arts Undergrad-
uate Society, and the rest of  those who have supported us in this publication.

Finally, we would like to extend the utmost gratitude to each and every member 
of  our editorial board for their tireless work and incredible dedication to Canons. 
Without them, it would not have been possible to bring together this collection 
of  work, and I cannot begin to praise them enough.

Avelaine Freeman and Jacob Wald
Editors-in-Chief
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THE THOUSAND-FACETTED KALI
Sofia Bachouchi

In the Hindu goddess traditions, also called Śākta, Kālī is most frequently per-
ceived as a goddess who encompasses and transcends oppositional qualities. 
She is simultaneously a bloodthirsty demon-slayer, an inflictor and curer of  

diseases, a deity of  ritual possession, a devoted wife and an all-loving mother. Her 
lurid iconography calls for emotional intensity; she is traditionally represented as 
wearing infant’s corpses as earrings, decapitating men, sticking out her tongue 
shamelessly, wearing a garland of  decapitated heads, a miniskirt of  human arms, 
and living in cremation grounds. Nonetheless, for many of  her devotees, she is 
considered an affectionate and caring mother, known as Kālī-Mā (McDermott 
& Kripal 4). This multifaceted and fierce goddess is one of  the paramount Śākta 
deities; however, the practices, rituals, representations, and philosophies attrib-
uted to her are as varied as the characteristics listed above. We encounter her in 
Brāhmaṇical texts and practices, in ‘indigenous’ worship practices, in the tantric 
traditions, and within the Bhakti movement. In presenting Kālī through these 
various lenses, I will argue that her multivalency can be understood through 
the upward and downward assimilation models. Flood Gatwood, with regard to 
the ‘down-up’ model, presents Srinivas concept of  Sanskritization as “the his-
torical and ongoing influence of  orthodox, or Sanskritic, religious and social 
traditions upon local and less orthodox customs” (2). Sanskritization fits within 
Marriott’s concept of  universalization, that is, the upward percolation of  village 
goddesses into the Sanskritic canon (Marriott in Gatwood 3). Its opposite, the 
parochialization, or the ‘up-down’ model, is the concept of  the descent of  a San-
skritic goddess either from the transcendent realm into the immanent or from 
a Brāhmaṇical goddess into local ‘tribal’ forms (Sharma 13 Sept 2015; Gatwood 
3). With this in mind, I will first present a historical background of  Kālī’s various 
permutations within the Śākta branch of  Hindu traditions. Then, I will focus 
on her scriptural and Sanskritic mythology through the Devī-Māhātmya. Finally, I 
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will look into two different depictions of  Kālī: as the village goddess and as the 
benevolent mother. I will explore each of  these two aspects through case stud-
ies, namely the worship of  Kāḷiyammaṉ/Koṟṟavai in Tamilnad and Kālī-Bhakti 
in West-Bengal. I will conclude by tying together the main themes in her process 
of parochialization and, most importantly, in her upward assimilation.

HISTORICAL AND CONTEXTUAL OVERVIEW
The fierce goddess Kālī has a multi-layered history that has been developing for 
over two thousand years (McDermott and Kripal 4). The first textual mention of  
Kālī is found in the Atharva Veda, or the fourth Veda, dating to the thirteenth to 
the eleventh centuries BCE (Urban 171). In these verses, she is only represented 
as one of  the sacrificial fire’s tongues (McDaniel 235). Her appearance as an in-
dividual entity in the Sanskrit literary corpus first happens in the Kāṭhaka Gṛhya 
Sūtra of  the Yajurveda (Urban 171). However, her most famous and fierce repre-
sentation is found in the Devī-Māhātmya of  the Mārkaṇdeya Purāṇa (Urban 172). 
In this text, which was written between the fifth and sixth centuries CE, she is 
represented as the wrathful side of  the ultimate goddess Durgā, coming out of  
her forehead and killing demons on two occasions (Sharma 23 Sept 2015). As 
I will argue in the next section of  this paper, the Devī-Māhātmya can be seen as 
resulting from the upwards assimilation of  village deities through Sanskritization.
 Indeed, the worship of  Kālī does not seem to have been consistently related 
to a textual tradition. In Encountering Kālī, McDermott and Kripal argue that it is 
very likely that she originated as a tribal goddess, who only later was absorbed 
into the Sanskrit Brāhmaṇical tradition as a ferocious, dangerous, and blood-
loving deity (4). An example of  the ‘tribal’ Kālī is the Tamil Hindu goddess 
Kāḷiyammaṉ, who came to be identified as Koṟṟavai – the mother of  Kārtikēya 
or Murugan (Mahalakshmi 86). I will further explore this village deity as a case 
study in the section on Kālī in her localized forms, but essentially Koṟṟavai is a 
warrior goddess represented in the Sangam literature who, like Kālī, is sulfurous 
and bloodthirsty (Harle 243).
 The fierce and destructive attributes of  Kālī are also emphasized in the Śākta 
Tantra tradition to the extent of  becoming central to its practices and philoso-
phies. Similar to Durgā in the Devī-Māhātmya, Kālī stands as an ontological ab-
solute. Not unlike the notion of  Brahma in the Vedic Hindu tradition, she is in 
this context perceived as the ultimate reality (McDermott and Kripal 4). Yet, she 
is also understood in her anthropomorphic form as one of  the Daśamahāvidyās 
(Ten Great Wisdoms), the group of  ten tantric goddesses (Sharma 11 Nov. 
2015). Kālī occupies the preeminent place in the group, being most commonly 
listed as the first of  the Daśamahāvidyās (Kinsley 1997, 9). Her iconography is 
similar to the one described in the Devī-Māhātmya: she is black, has four arms, in 
two of  which she holds a decapitated head and a bloodied cleaver; her only garb 
is a garland of  chopped-off  heads and a skirt of  arms (idem.). However, in the 
Tantra tradition, her anthropomorphic form is always represented as standing 
on the corpse-like body of  Śiva, given that she is his Śakti, his primordial power 
without which he would be just a corpse, or a śava (Kinsley1997, 9; Sharma 11 
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Nov 2015). In some cases, the nine other ‘wisdoms’, or goddesses, are under-
stood as having emanated from her and representing her various forms, link-
ing back to notion of  Kālī as the ultimate reality (idem.). In this sense, even 
if  tantric practices and philosophies are understood as an attempt to subvert 
the Brāhmaṇical tradition, the paradox between the goddess’ dual and non-dual 
conceptions is also to be found here. Furthermore, similar to the goddesses of  
the Brāhmaṇical tradition, the Mahāvidyās also serve as a vehicle for the upward 
percolation of  village goddesses; on that subject, Kinsley states: “In the case of  
goddesses who are identified with a particular place, and who are not well known 
outside their local areas, association with the Mahāvidyās lends them a cosmic, 
universal, transcendent dimension” (1997, 20). Thus, inscribing a localized god-
dess to a broader tradition such as the Tantric or the Brāhmaṇical ones enhances 
her value and universality, which is the main motivation behind Sanskritization.
 Interestingly, around the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, along with 
urbanization came a process of  gentrification of  the fierce village goddesses 
(Sharma 19 Oct 2015). It is around this period that we observe the appearance 
of  the Kālī-Bhakti movement, which became particularly popular in West-Bengal 
(Sharma 23 Nov 2015). The bhakti tradition saw in Kālī a loving and nurturing 
mother despite her original, ferocious nature. In the final section of  this paper, I 
will use the Bengali Kālī-Bhakti iconography, literature, and practice as the case 
study exemplifying the phenomenon of  Kālī’s gentrification and along with it, 
her adaptation to the Brāhmaṇical etiquette, which now leads us to the next sec-
tion, the main Sanskrit Śākta text.

KĀLĪ IN SANSKRITIC SCRIPTURAL TRADITION: THE DEVĪ-
MĀHĀTMYA

 The major Brāhmaṇical textual tradition for Kālī’s narrative is found in the 
Devī-Māhātmya, a text which forms a portion of  the textual corpus that is the 
Mārkaṇdeya Purāṇa. Dating the Devī-Māhātmya has been problematic for histo-
rians, but its origin is approximated to sometime between the fifth and sixth 
century CE (Coburn 153). The text is composed of  three layers: a narrative 
layer, a theological/philosophical layer, and a ritualistic layer (Sharma 23 Sept 
2015). One preeminent and overarching feature of  the Devī-Māhātmya is that the 
ultimate reality is understood to be feminine (Coburn 153). In this text, Māhā-
Devī, the absolute, is also presented in her various epithets and manifestations. 
Durgā, for example, is introduced as both synonymous to Māhā-Devī and also 
as one of  her avatars, emanating from the splendor of  all male gods to vanquish 
Mahiṣāsura, the buffalo demon (2.1-2.68). In her turn, Kālī comes to being as 
the embodied form of  Durgā’s anger on two occasions: (1) while confronting 
the demons Caṇda and Muṇda and (2) to slay the ferocious demon Raktabīja 
(Sharma 23 Sept 2015). It is through this latter narrative that Kālī’s lolling tongue 
has been explained. Raktabīja, literally meaning ‘blood seed’, is a demon who has 
the capacity of  reproducing himself  every time a drop of  his blood touches the 
ground. In order to stop him and to successfully destroy him, Kālī drinks all his 
blood before it falls on the ground, resulting in her entering into a fierce and 
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destructive state for which she is traditionally known.1 Some other aspects of  
Kālī’s iconography were also canonized in the Devī-Māhātmya. Indeed in verses 
7.3 to 7.7 of  Thomas Coburn’s translation, she is meticulously described as look-
ing gruesome, with emaciated skin, carrying a sword and a noose, and wearing a 
garland of  human heads.
 It is interesting to note that Kālī’s depiction in the Devī-Māhātmya clashes with 
the traditional representations of  the female deities of  the Sanskritic pantheon. 
The main Sanskrit, Brāhmaṇical goddesses, such as Pārvatī and Sarasvatī, have 
only been benevolent, calm and auspicious – they did not indulge in non-vegetar-
ian and destructive practices the way Kālī does (Sharma 13 Sept 2015). Indeed, 
through narratives such as the Raktabīja episode, she came to be perceived as 
a threat to cosmic order and stability. Consequently, she became characterized 
with dissolution properties, paralleling the role of  Śiva in theistic Hinduism (Mc-
Daniel 244; Sharma 13 Sept 2015). Recent scholarship holds that Kālī and Hindu 
goddess worship at large might not have Vedic Brāhmaṇical roots, but rather they 
would have originated from an older indigenous goddess tradition (McDermott 
& Kripal 4). In his article The Goddess and Śākta Traditions, Gavin Flood concludes 
from the study of  early Vedic texts that there is no evidence of  Māhā-Devī in 
the Vedas and that this concept was first inscribed in the textual tradition only 
in the medieval period (179). Drawing from the evidence of  goddess worship in 
archaeological records and from references in the Vedic texts, it is most probable 
that the Śākta tradition has non-Vedic roots (idem.). Hence, the Devī-Māhātmya 
would be a consequence of  the “upwards” assimilation of  local indigenous god-
desses, where aniconic entities were transformed into iconic representations, 
which in turn came to be assimilated into the Brāhmaṇical pantheon through 
various methods such as Sanskritization, spousification and gentrification (Flood 
180-1). These elements apply to Kālī in various ways, as will be shown in subse-
quent sections of  this paper. This leads us to the next manifestation of  Kālī, her 
localized ‘tribal’ Tamil form of  Kāḷiyammaṉ/Koṟṟavai.

VILLAGE GODDESS KĀLĪ: KOṞṞAVAI WORSHIP IN TAMILNAD
 Commonly, the village goddess worship has been seen through Marriott’s 
parochialization model as the coming of  the Brāhmaṇical transcendental Goddess 
into immanent forms (Sharma 30 Sept 2015). However, as I have previously ar-
gued, it is most probable that the goddess tradition existed in its localized forms 
prior to the creation of  Vedic and Brāhmaṇical norms. In general, Hindu village 
goddesses or Grāma-Devī deal with earthly matters. They are the guardians of  
villages and their shrines are always situated in the village’s thresholds. They 
tend to be independent and ambivalent goddesses, who can equally cause bodily 
inflictions when they are in a heated state as grant health and wellbeing when 
they are cooled down (idem.). The worship rituals for village goddesses focus on 
physical devotional practices, as for example, fasting, painful praxis (piercings, 
kavati, ticaṭṭi) and possession (idem.). In both the parochialization and universaliza-
tion models, localized goddesses come to be understood as an avatar of  a goddess 
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from the Brāhmaṇical tradition. So is the case with the Hindu Tamil goddess 
Kāḷiyammaṉ, who is seen as a manifestation of  Kālī.
 Kāḷiyammaṉ (Mother Kālī) is commonly associated with warrior-like and sul-
furous attributes. She was likely transplanted into the Tamil pantheon during 
the Cōḻa period (ninth to thirteenth centuries CE) (Clothey 61). Over time, she 
came to be identified with Koṟṟavai, the goddess of  destruction of  the Sangam 
literature. Indeed, Mahalakshmi argues in The Making of  the Goddess that between 
the sixth and ninth centuries CE, Koṟṟavai, the indigenous tiṇai deity, was gradu-
ally affiliated with the northern Brāhmaṇical deities Durgā and Kālī, leading her 
worship to be merged with their cults (86). Yet, some aspects of  her original de-
piction in the Sangam literature remained. She is still seen as a warrior goddess, 
granter of  victory; she resides in and protects the forests; and she is the mother 
of  Murugan (idem.). Nonetheless, some major changes occurred in Koṟṟavai’s 
representation as she was assimilated within the Sanskritic traditions. She be-
came identified as a trident-wielding deity and was attributed the feat of  slaying 
Mahiṣāsura and Raktabīja – exploits attributed in the Devī-Māhātmya to Durgā 
and Kālī respectively (ibid. 87). Moreover, she was simultaneously identified with 
Kālī, the dark and fierce goddess of  the cremation ground, as well as with Umā/
Pārvatī, through a process of  spousification to the Sanskrit god Śiva.2 Flood Gat-
wood coined the term spousification as the special form taken by Sanskritization 
in its confrontation with indigenous goddesses (2). It is defined as the process 
of  marrying a village goddess to a Sanskritic god and consequently transform-
ing her into an avatar of  that god’s Sanskritic wife, as is here the case with 
Koṟṟavai (Sharma 21 Sept 2015). However, the traditional rituals of  Koṟṟavai/
Kāḷiyammaṉ do not fit within the acceptable framework of  Brāhmaṇical auspi-
ciousness. As a bloodthirsty war goddess, she requires offerings of  blood from 
her devotees that defy Sanskritic prescriptions of  vegetarianism, but curiously 
enough this does not stop her form subscribing to the Brāhmaṇical pantheon 
as a manifestation of  Kālī (Mahalakshmi 260). Yet, as of  the eighteenth century, 
Kāḷiyammaṉ started going through a process of  ‘sanitization’ and gentrification 
that is still ongoing today. A pertinent example of  this is Narayanan’s movie Raja 
Kāḷiyammaṉ, released in 2000. In it, the fierce village guarding goddess is trans-
formed into a motherly figure through bhakti worship. Meena, the protagonist, is 
a fervent devotee who cultivates a very personal relationship with Kāḷiyammaṉ, 
so that when she leaves her village for the city in order to go live with her new 
middle-class husband, Kāḷiyammaṉ follows her into the urbanized setting. The 
transformation from fierce to motherly of  the goddess Kālī and of  her localized 
avatars was a common effect of  the bhakti tradition. This now leads us to our 
next case study of  the devotional approach to Kālī in West-Bengal.

FROM SULFUROUS TO MOTHERLY: KĀLĪ-BHAKTI IN WEST-BENGAL
 In the mid-eighteenth century, the fierce pan-Indian deity Kālī experienced 
a shift in her depiction amongst her West-Bengali devotees (Mcdemott 55). In 
this section, I will analyze how the transformation from the fierce, bloodthirsty 
Kālī as described in the Devī-Māhātmya and in the village Śākta traditions, shifted 
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into a motherly and nurturing figure in Bengali bhakti. In the early stages of  
this alteration, Kālī’s appearance and habits remained almost unchanged, but the 
devotee’s approach towards her changed drastically (Kinsley 1986, 126). The best 
example of  this is Rāmprasād Sen’s poetry. In many of  his songs he calls upon 
Kālī as his mother, depicts her lurid looks, and complains that she is indifferent 
to his wellbeing (idem.).3 However, over time, her iconography went through a 
‘sanitization’ in order to resemble the one of  benevolent Brāhmaṇical goddesses. 
Sanjukta Gupta in The Domestication of  a Goddess describes this change of  appear-
ance from sulfurous Kālī to Kālī-Mā (Mother Kālī), as found in the Kālīghāṭ 
temple in Kolkata:

Her red, round, bulging, unfocused eyes are made large, elongated and 
serene; her disheveled, matted hair is changed into abundant, long, black, 
wavy tresses; and her greedy, lolling tongue and blood-smeared mouth 
are hidden behind cosmetic unguents, flower decorations and ear and 
nose ornaments. Her nakedness is […] covered with an expensive sari. 
She is the perfection of  youthful, charming and feminine beauty (61).

Bhaktas explain this beautiful image as Kālī’s real and inner form, and her tra-
ditional ugly depiction as only a means to frighten the unworthy and the evil 
– those not worshipping her with devotion (bhakti) (McDaniel 244).4 Similarly 
to Śākta Tantra, the Bengali Kālī-Bhakti tradition sees Kālī’s form somewhat 
like Māhā-Devī’s in the Devī-Māhātmya. She is the divine force controlling the 

Appendix 1 Kālī-Mā Panḍal for Kālī-pūjā: This photograph was taken by Pi-
yal Kundu during the 2007 Kali Puja at Naihati, a town in West Bengal, India.
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universe; being non-dual, she encompasses all opposites, and hence, all other 
goddesses are seen as manifestations of  her cosmic form (Gupta 61-2). The 
transformation of  Kālī’s identity and worship can be explained through the 
phenomenon of  gentrification. Indeed, since the start of  British colonial rule 
in India in the eighteenth century, the Indian society saw the apparition of  a 
middle-class (Sharma 19 Oct 2015). This new social construct was a result of  the 
urbanization and globalization arising from the influence of  Great Britain’s mo-
dernity (idem.). Along with the gentrification of  the peoples, came also the gen-
trification of  many ‘tribal’ goddesses. Even though by that time Kālī was already 
inscribed in the Brāhmaṇical canon, she, too, underwent the typical alterations 
of  the gentrified village deities. Indeed, in addition to the sanitization of  her 
iconography mentioned above, she was also ‘spousified’ to a Sanskritic god (Mc-
Daniel 250). In the Bengali Bhakti movement, Kālī was not seen as merely Śiva’s 
consort but as his devoted and submissive wife, paralleling transformations of  
local deities such as Koṟṟavai (idem.). It is through the simultaneous employment 
of  the upward and the downward models of  assimilation, that another demeanor 
of  Kālī is shaped: that of  the beautiful and nurturing mother, whose image fits 
the Brāhmaṇical aesthetics but who is simultaneously capable of  remaining at the 
devotees’ level and keeping a personal relationship with them.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
 I have explored in this paper various facets of  the identity of  the Hindu 
goddess Kālī. Each of  these identity permutations was accompanied by a shift 
in ritual practice and in philosophical and theological axioms. As argued, these 
shifts can be explained through two main models – the upwards assimilation and 
downward multiplication. Traditionally, the ‘up-down’ or parochialization model 
was used to explain the various forms of  one deity. Indeed as we have seen in the 
Devī-Māhātmya, Māhā-Devī is understood in the Śakta tradition as the feminine 
ultimate reality from which all other deities descend as her avatars.5 Historically, 
the multitude of  deities and their localized forms has been understood as having 
originating from the Vedic scriptural tradition, descending into their immanent 
forms (McDermott & Kripal 5). However, more recent scholarship holds that it 
is more likely that the indigenous forms preceded the Sanskrit and Vedic tradi-
tions, and they were assimilated within the higher tradition through sanitization 
of  image and ritual, Sanskritization and spousification. I have shown how these 
played within the textual, village, and Bhakti traditions, and how they worked 
to subvert and reinterpret the Brāhmaṇical paradigm. The Sanskrit Śakta text 
Devī-Māhātmya embraces the Brāhmaṇical concept of  an ontological absolute but 
characterizes it as feminine. It also focuses on a representation of  Kālī that is 
unusual for Sanskritic goddesses: she is fierce, bloodthirsty and uncontrollable, 
somewhat resembling local village goddesses. This is probably due to the fact 
that, rather than having originated from the Vedas, Kālī was most probably a lo-
cal village deity who has permeated into the Sanskritic pantheon. The Tamil Hin-
du goddess Kāḷiyammaṉ/Koṟṟavai is a good example of  Kālī’s localized form. 
Koṟṟavai began being identified as the pan-Indian goddess Kālī sometime in the 
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Medieval Period, around the same time as the appearance of  the Devī- Māhātmya. 
Characterized as a warrior deity, her fierce and bloodthirsty attributes facilitated 
her apperception as Kālī’s avatar. In her assimilation into the tradition, Koṟṟavai 
went through the process of  spousification with the Brāhmaṇical god Śiva, also 
becoming associated to Pārvatī. Later, as we have seen in the Bengali Bhakti tradi-
tion, Kālī was also spousified to Śiva and transformed from a fierce and indepen-
dent entity into a devoted wife. As the gentrification phenomenon appeared with 
British colonial rule, the tribal deities and fierce goddesses underwent a cleaning 
of  iconography and ritual to fit the acceptable urban Brāhmaṇical norms. This 
was the case with Kālī-Bhakti in West-Bengal. However, the devotees of  this 
movement reinterpreted the ‘higher’ tradition in cultivating a very personal re-
lationship with Kālī, seeing her as a mother figure. Hence, in all these ways one 
comes to understand the rich multivalency of  Kālī and her utterly ambivalent 
attributes. For many Hindu communities, she has been, and still is, instrumental 
in shaping their relation vis-à-vis the hegemonic Brāhmaṇical tradition.

Notes

1.  The Devī-Māhātmya recounts: “With her mouth, Kālī seized upon the 
blood of  Raktabīja. The latter then struck Caṇdikā with his club. […] 
Cāmuṇḍā took it all into her mouth, from every direction. And also into 
her mouth entered the great demons who were born from his blood. […] 
Wounded Raktabīja whose blood was being drunk by Cāmuṇḍā. Mortally 
wounded by that constellation of  weapons, the great demon Raktabīja. 
Fell to the earth bloodless, O king! And then, O king, the gods entered 
in boundless joy. When he was slain, the band of  Mothers danced about, 
intoxicated by his blood” (8.56-8.62).
2. It is interesting to note that in later puranic texts as well as in tan-
tric traditions, Kālī is also considered as Śiva’s consort (Sharma 11/
Nov/2015; Kinsley 1997, 26). Eventually, in the Liṅga-purāṇa Kālī is 
represented as Pārvatī’s fury and consequently not only as Śiva’s consort 
but his wife (Kinsley 1997, 25). Thus even without her relation to Umā, 
Koṟṟavai-Kāḷiyammaṉ-Kālī can still be understood as Śiva’s spouse.
3. An example of  Rāmprasād Sen devotional composition: “O Kālī! Why 
dost Thou roam about nude? Art Thou not ashamed, Mother! Garb and 
ornaments Thou hast none; yet Thou pridest in being King’s daughter. 
O Mother! Is it a virtue if  Thy family that Thou placest thy feet on Thy 
Husband? Thou are nude; Thy husband is nude; you both roam crema-
tion grounds. O Mother! We are all ashamed of  you; do put on Thy garb. 
Thou hast cast away Thy necklace of  jewells, Mother, and worn a garland 
of  human heads. Prasāda says: ‘Mother! Thy fierce beauty has frightened 
Thy nude Consort’” (Rāmprasād Sen in Kinsley 1986, 125).
4. See Appendix 1 for an typical example of  Bengali Kālī representation.
5. On this subject David Kinsley wrote: “Many myths in śākta literature 
describe a goddess, or the goddess, as producing other goddesses from 
her own body. In such cases she often announces that she assumes dif-
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ferent forms at different times to maintain cosmic stability, to bless a 
particular devotee, or out of  a sense of  sport or playfulness” (1997, 20).
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HAKUIN EKAKU
What is the Sound of One Hand Clapping?

Edward Ross

Prior to the Tokugawa period, Buddhism was an elitist religion in Japan. It 
was practiced by government officials and was part of  the state cult. After 
the Tokugawa shogunate took power, Buddhism was separated from the state 

cult and forced to fend for itself. As a way to prevent the spread of  Christianity, 
the Tokugawa shogunate forced the populace to register within the Buddhist tem-
ple system, bringing the working class into the Rinzai Zen temples. Zen master 
Hakuin Ekaku developed a form of  teaching using koan and calligraphy in order 
to bring Rinzai Zen to the everyday people. He turned Rinzai Zen Buddhism into 
a more universal practice that would accept anyone who was willing to devote 
themselves to Zen, regardless of  social class. This essay will follow a chrono-
logical structure, discussing the political movement of  Rinzai Buddhism from its 
entrance into Japan during the Kamakura Period to the Ashikaga Period and then 
the Tokugawa shogunate. Once entering the Tokugawa Period, it will be possible 
to discuss the role of  Zen master Hakuin and his contributions to the practice 
of  Rinzai Zen Buddhism. Before the history of  Rinzai Buddhism in Japan can be 
discussed, the basic concepts of  Rinzai Zen practice must be outlined.

        Rinzai Zen Buddhism was heavily based in the practice of  zazen, seated silent 
meditation on a koan, a phrase or word that is said to aid in realizing enlighten-
ment. The koan is meant to be so confusing that it can tear away all forms of  
discrimination and open the way to enlightenment, the realization of  an imme-
diate and sudden awakening with “no-mind” (Hori 281; Watts 100). The act of  
reaching this breakthrough is called kensho (Hori 280). Lin-chi, the originator of  
this sect, taught in a very informal manner, physically hitting and verbally assault-
ing his students (Watts 101). The form of  practice that Rinzai evokes seems to be 
very natural and connected directly to the experiences of  an individual. Lin-chi 
even found that one must “be ordinary and nothing special” to practice Rinzai 
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Zen (Lin-chi Lu 13). Now seeing the concepts of  Rinzai Zen, the context of  
Japanese religious patronage must be understood.

        Religious sects in Medieval and Pre-Modern Japan relied heavily on the sup-
port of  the government. As the favoured sect of  any one government, a school 
would hold positions in state affairs, would be able to construct new headquar-
ters and temples, and would be followed by the warrior and imperial classes. 
Buddhism, for example, was dependent on the giving of  alms, and the support 
of  the government meant an illustrious amount of  donations and supporters. 
Under this patronage, the sect could establish itself  within Japan and easily at-
tract followers. However, if  the sect lost its patronage, it would need to rely on 
the common people in order to survive. Understanding this concept, the begin-
ning of  Rinzai Zen Buddhism in Japan can be discussed.

        The Kamakura period began in 1192 when Emperor Go-Shirakawa died and 
was replaced by a feudal military regime in the city of  Kamakura (Kitagawa 
86). This moved the capital of  Japan from Kyoto to Kamakura, representing 
the movement of  power from the imperial class to the military class (86). The 
government leadership, which once consisted of  courtiers and imperial aristo-
crats, now consisted of  military generals and samurai (86). These military leaders, 
the bakufu, rejected the culture that was developed by the imperial class, which 
was built upon elegance and compared to a dainty, artificial lotus (88). Instead, 
they preferred a more natural form of  culture and society. This affected the art, 
literature, and religious patronage of  the period. Seeking a more simplified and 
instant way to enlightenment, the bakufu favoured Zen Buddhism and allowed it 
to develop into a sect of  its own in Japan (Earhart 99).

        Rinzai Zen Buddhism had attempted to percolate into Japan several times, 
but the patronage of  the Kamakura government and the samurai class allowed it 
to finally make its own place. Myōan Eisai (1141-1215) is credited with bringing 
the lineage of  Rinzai into Japan in 1191 after travelling to China and studying 
under Xuan Huaichang, a Ch’an master of  the Rinzai lineage (Foulk 139).1 It 
was difficult to install any sort of  Zen temples in Kyoto because the city was 
deeply entrenched with the older sects of  Buddhism, such as Tendai, but Eisai 
had the support of  the samurai class and bakufu (Earhart 98). The Kamakura 
bakufu greatly preferred the Zen notions of  attaining enlightenment through 
insight gained through personal experience rather than the older schools’ stress 
on learning sutras and devotion to bodhisatvas (99). Eisai, with the help of  the 
Kamakura bakufu, was able to build the first Zen temples in Kyushu, Kamakura, 
and Kyoto (Foulk 139). These temples were the beginnings of  the Gozan temple 
system, which was built during the Kamakura period and consisted of  five large 
temples that practiced Chinese Ch’an arts, such as calligraphy and painting, and 
taught them to the people of  medieval Japan (Bodiford 311). Rinzai Zen Bud-
dhism finally gained a foothold in Japan and was able to develop into a sect of  
its own because of  the patronage of  the Kamakura government.

        The Kamakura period was riddled with internal war and rebellion as the rem-
nants of  imperial rule attempted to regain control of  Japan. The bakufu was 
able to fend off  these rebellions with ease, but the Mongol invasions of  1274 
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and 1281 left the bakufu in a critical state (Kitagawa 92). The samurai were able 
to fend off  the Mongols but at a great economic and political expense (94). 
Emperor Go-Daigo took advantage of  the political turmoil and in 1333 was 
able to collapse the Kamakura bakufu and reinstitute imperial rule (95). This was 
short-lived because Ashikaga Takauji, the new military shogun, brought together 
a force of  the samurai class to revolt against the new imperial rule in 1336 (96). 
He was able to oust the emperor and create a new military rule known as the 
Ashikaga shogunate, thus starting the Muromachi period. Keeping the capital in 
Kyoto, the Ashikaga shogunate attempted to stabilize war-torn Japan and aided 
in the development of  the household system (98). The feudal manorial system 
had fallen apart and individual households became solitary units focused on in-
dividual lineage rather than fief  structure (98). The social structure of  Japan had 
greatly changed, and the Ashikaga shogunate needed a way to organize the people.

        The Ashikaga shogunate, much like the Kamakura bakufu, were patrons of  
Rinzai Zen Buddhism, and they made it their state cult. Rinzai Monks were 
employed by the shogunate to deal with state affairs. The five Gozan temples 
had been completed, and they were used to create a symbiotic relationship be-
tween the government and the Rinzai Zen Buddhists (Borup 16). The govern-
ment warriors were considered lay monks, and the Buddhist monks would wear 
military arms to show balance (16). From this system, the shogunate called for the 
construction of  more Zen temples as part of  the Gozan system in all sixty-six 
localities of  Japan as a way to disperse control over the localities in a top-down 
format (Dumoulin 178). Any temples that did not belong to the Gozan system 
were known as ringe, meaning “below the grove,” giving the Rinzai Zen temples a 
certain kind of  elite connotation (Borup 16). This explains the use of  the slogan 
“Rinzai for the Shogun, Soto for the peasants,” and why Rinzai was only really 
practiced by the warrior class and elite members of  society during this period 
(Collcutt 29). In this period, Rinzai Zen Buddhism not only gained enough sup-
port to build temples throughout Japan, but it also became the state cult of  the 
Ashikaga shogunate and was practiced by the elite members of  society.

        After the Ashikaga shogunate fell in 1567, Japan underwent a power struggle 
that ended with unification under Tokugawa Leyasu, who defeated the combined 
opposition at the Battle of  Sekigahara in 1600 (Bellah 11). His victory signalled 
the beginning of  the supreme rule of  the Tokugawa shogunate over Japan, which 
would be a dark time for Rinzai Zen Buddhism (Borup 17). This was considered 
Japan’s movement from the Medieval Period into the Early Modern Period (Bel-
lah 7). The Tokugawa shogunate favoured the concepts and ideals of  Neo-Con-
fucianism and instituted it as the state cult (91). Having conquered all of  Japan, 
the Tokugawa shogunate also had to reinforce the notion that they were its central 
power, not the emperor. This was completed through complex regulations that 
were instituted throughout Japan in order to bureaucratize and redefine the so-
cial norms of  society (Kitagawa 135). One of  these changes was the reformation 
of  the system of  Buddhist temples within Japan. Christianity was starting to 
spread into Japan during this period, and the Tokugawa shogunate, since it viewed 
Christianity as an evil force that would destroy political stability and social har-
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mony, organized a registration system as a way to battle it (Hur 47). Every Japa-
nese person had to register as a parishioner in a Buddhist temple every year to 
prove they were not Christian (Bellah 51). This generated a huge influx of  mem-
bers to various sects of  Buddhism, but these new members would only come to 
the temple during special holidays and whenever they were registering (52). The 
Tokugawa shogunate also instituted a strict code of  rules over the Buddhist sects 
so that they would not come into any conflict, thus controlling all sects from the 
top (Earhart 136). Rinzai Zen Buddhism had taken a hard hit during this period 
as it was no longer the state sect, and they were forced to downsize from several 
main temples to a hierarchal system which allowed for only one main temple 
and several smaller temples linked to it (Borup 18). This left Rinzai Zen Bud-
dhism in a difficult situation. Not only had they lost their patronage and several 
of  their large temples, but they had also lost their large elite following. If  Rinzai 
was going to survive the Tokugawa Period, it needed to find a way to attract the 
common Japanese people.

        Enter Hakuin Ekaku (1685-1768), one of  the most influential Zen Buddhist 
masters of  the last 500 years. He grew up as a commoner and at an early age 
devoted himself  to the study of  Buddhism (Yampolsky 12). He was greatly un-
settled by a description of  the eight hot hells and eight cold hells and began to 
study various types of  Buddhism as a way to avoid them (Hyers 22). He eventu-
ally was confronted by the mu koan, and it struck him with a sort of  awakening 
and made him study it unwaveringly (24). He travelled extensively during the 
next period of  his life, and when he was twenty-four he attained a moment of  
awakening that sent him to travel from temple to temple attempting to learn 
more (Yampolsky 12). When he reached the age of  thirty-two, he returned to the 
temple in his hometown to begin teaching (13).

        Hakuin’s teachings centered on a new form of  practice he developed. He 
went back to the original intensive koan study of  the Chinese Sung Period and 
brought in new aspects, thereby creating a new living Zen that would be attrac-
tive to the common Japanese people (12). Hakuin brought this new form of  
practice to the common Japanese people by going out into the fields. There, 
he taught them by painting calligraphy and reciting his personal poetry so that 
it would be easier to understand (Moate 94). He maintained a calm and joyful 
persona while drawing pictures that would embody the ideas of  Zen, such as the 
“Long-armed Monkey,” teaching the common people about the ideas of  an ac-
tive approach to koan practice (94). According to Hakuin, the important aspect 
of  Rinzai Zen was not zazen, but rather the meditation on the koan itself. If  one 
were to focus on a koan, it did not matter if  they were sitting, standing, walking, 
or working; they would still be performing good practice and bettering their 
chances for awakening (Hyers 38). Since the common people were daily workers 
and usually did not have the time to meditate on a koan in zazen for hours on 
end, Hakuin’s new practices were very appealing to them.

        On top of  developing a way for the common Japanese people to be more 
involved in Rinzai Zen, Hakuin developed ways for students in the temple to 
attain enlightenment. In the temple, he took on the persona of  a socially unset-
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tling Zen master. He would take on a racy vocabulary and be angered very easily 
(35). Torei, his disciple, described him as “a sheer cliff  towering abruptly before 
him. A menacing presence stalking the temple like a great ox, glaring around with 
the eyes of  an angry tiger” (Torei, Biography of  Hakuin; Waddell, Mirror Cave 
204). Hakuin would use verbal abuse, physical abuse, rejection, and frustration to 
bring the student to a point at which they could hopefully attain enlightenment 
(Hyers 36). He developed a form of  practice in which the master would give the 
student a koan to meditate on, and the student would be given a chance to give 
an answer to the master, acting as a guide, in any form they wanted (Borup 165). 
This practice was based on the several levels of  enlightenment he obtained while 
meditating on different individual koans. By following this regimen, it is hoped 
that the student will pass one, achieving a sort of  awakening, and then move 
on to another koan (Hyers 30). Hakuin first used the mu koan when attempting 
to start a student off  on the process of  koan meditation, but later in his life he 
created a koan of  his own: “What is the sound of  one hand clapping” (30)? His 
training regimen was brash and bold, but he believed it worked, and it attracted 
hundreds of  students (Waddell, Essential Teachings xix).

        Hakuin taught for several years of  his life, accepting any student that would 
promise to have three things: an overriding faith, a great doubt when facing the 
koans, and a strong aspiration and perseverance (Yampolsky 13). His concept of  
an active approach to koan practice could have been applied to all walks of  life, 
be it working in a field, painting calligraphy, fighting in battle, pouring tea, or go-
ing to bed. His teachings stretched over social class, bringing people from both 
the common Japanese populace and the elite classes (Waddell, Essential Teach-
ings xx). He did not care where his students were from, so long as they were 
dedicated to their own inner development through his form of  koan meditation.

“What is true meditation? It is to make everything: coughing, swallowing, 
waving the arms, motion, stillness, words, action. The evil and the good, 
prosperity and shame, gain and loss, right and wrong, into one single 
koan” (Hakuin, Orategama I).

        Through the examination of  the history of  the Rinzai Zen Buddhist tradi-
tion, it can be seen that it started from a position of  political grace and gained 
a huge foothold in the Japanese shogunate governments of  the Medieval Period. 
It was able to build up its influence through the patronage of  the military class, 
who favoured a more natural approach to enlightenment. The Tokugawa Period 
saw the decline of  Rinzai Zen because it lost the position of  state cult to Neo-
Confucianism. Having been left with few followers within the elite class and 
even fewer of  the common people, Rinzai Zen Buddhism needed to attract the 
common Japanese populace in order to survive as a Buddhist sect. Zen master 
Hakuin came during the middle of  the Tokugawa Period and developed a form 
of  active koan meditation drawing on old and new sources, which did not confine 
the practitioner to zazen. This was attractive to the common populace. Hakuin 
also developed a new form of  koan testing that was able to develop the practice 
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of  koan meditation so that it would be possible for students to attain several 
levels of  awakening, and this was attractive to the elite class. During its time of  
need, Zen master Hakuin was able to revitalize interest in the Rinzai Zen Bud-
dhist sect and train hundreds more students with his use of  koans, calligraphy 
and poetry. With the sole goal of  bringing his students to a point in which they 
could achieve an awakening, Hakuin would use whatever tools he had in order to 
create the ideal grounds for his students’ enlightenment.

Notes

1.  Eisai is also suggested to have begun the tradition of  tea in Japan 
after he brought several seeds back from China.
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE SOVIET CHRISTIAN 
JEWISH IDENTITY

Kat Svikhnushin

In the 20th Century, while the Soviet government tried to rid society of  the 
Church for its ties to the Tsar and to social inequality, a curious phenomenon 
started to take place: a Jewish community began to form within the Russian 

Orthodox Church. During this period, some Soviet Jews began to see themselves 
as Christians. Despite the Russian Orthodox Church’s long-established anti-Se-
mitic views, it is estimated that hundreds of  Jews decided to seek spiritual refuge 
in the Church rather than the synagogue. Even as Jewish immigration to Israel 
and other countries reached its peak in this period, there were devoted Jewish 
Christians who decided to stay behind and join the national Russian Church. 
These small communities have not been extensively researched, so there are few 
answers and little information present in such a confounding case: why would 
individuals choose to become more religious in the wake of  anti-religious senti-
ments in the Union of  Soviet Republics (USSR)? Why would Soviet Jews aban-
don their heritage and Judaism for Christianity, especially a Christian tradition as 
famously anti-Semitic as the Russian Orthodox Church? What did they stand to 
gain, and what do their stories tell us about the Soviet Jewish identity? In light of  
this, the present paper explores these questions in the goal of  understanding the 
religiosity of  Russian Jewish people especially as they rejected Judaism in favour 
of  Christianity in a society where all forms of  religion were not tolerated. 
 This paper has a specific focus on the 20th Century as the conversion in the 
USSR differs greatly from the earlier waves of  baptism in the Russian Empire or 
later waves after the collapse of  the USSR. In the 20th Century, Jews were not 
forced to convert, in fact, they were being encouraged by the government to do 
the opposite and to abandon religion altogether. Before the formation of  the 
USSR, Jews were often forced to convert, or they would choose to convert out 
of  hope for promotion, advancement, economic or educational opportunity, or 
other convenience (Kornblatt 141). In the USSR, none of  these gains of  con-
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version were present, but rather there was much to lose by becoming religious. 
Christians were imprisoned for their beliefs, placed into mental institutions, 
killed, or discriminated against (141). These factors make the choice to convert 
all the more interesting as they chose a new faith with increased persecution. 
 One of  the difficulties in exploring this topic is the lack of  scholarly writing, 
so at times we can only speculate as to why Jews converted. There is also a lack 
of  data and of  studies, so we are forced to work with mostly personal interviews 
that have been compiled into a larger common theme. An added difficulty is that 
many existing primary sources are written in Russian, as this is a niche topic. 
The primary sources used by the works referenced here are individuals, for in 
1999-2001, Shternshis conducted 206 in-depth phone interviews with Jews of  
the former USSR born between 1906 and 1930 (274). However, unfortunately, 
many valuable individuals have passed away and their experiences are thus lost to 
us forever.

THE CHURCH AND THE JEWS
 In order to understand Soviet Jewish conversion to Christian Orthodoxy, we 
must begin by grounding ourselves in the relevant institutions of  this unique 
societal and religious climate. Namely, the Russian Orthodox church and its re-
lationship with Jewish people, the anti-religious policy within the USSR, and the 
history of  Jewish nationality within the USSR as well as the anti-Semitic values 
that played a role in all of  the above.
 The Russian Orthodox Church (ROC) was, and still is, the largest of  the 
world’s 15 autocephalous Eastern Orthodox churches1 with an estimated 70 mil-
lion or more Russian Orthodox members in 1973 (Boiter 78). Therefore, the 
Church’s stance on the so-called Jewish question2 was incredibly impactful, as 
the doctrine influenced so many Russian people and policies. The ROC’s hostility 
towards Judaism, and by extension the Jewish people, stemmed from theological, 
political, and nationalistic justifications. Theologically, the Church follows two-
century old Christian doctrines: first, the teaching about the crime of  “deicide,” 
wherein the passion and death of  Jesus is attributed to the Jews collectively, 
and second, the Christian belief  that their Church has overtaken the Jews as the 
chosen people of  God, since the Jews refused to believe in Jesus as their messiah 
(Rossman 196-197). To make matters worse, the Orthodox tradition preserves 
the teachings of  the early Church and places great emphasis on the writings of  
Church Fathers, whose works put considerable weight into explaining the dif-
ferences between Judaism and Christianity (197). The Church’s unwillingness to 
adapt the teaching of  the early fathers means that anti-Semitic values are not left 
in the past and that even now one of  the most popular genres within Orthodox 
theological writing is anti-Jewish rhetoric (197).3 Among the lay people, Ortho-
dox literature often portrayed the anti-Christ, or Satan, as a Judean Prince (200). 
Politically and nationally, the ROC is a very patriotic institution, being born out 
of  the Russian Empire. This pride stems from the Church’s foundational belief  
that Moscow is the third Rome and Kiev the second Jerusalem4 and that Russian 
people are the bearers of  supreme religious truth among all those in Orthodoxy 
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(Rossman 200). As a consequence of  these close ties with the Russian Empire, 
the ROC condemned the revolutionaries of  the civil war of  the 19th and 20th 
Century, and many Orthodox writers labeled the Jewish people as sympathetic 
to the revolutionary cause and therefore as enemies of  the Church (200). Many 
clerics took direct political action against the Jews and organized pogroms,5 re-
inforced medieval blood libel,6 and perpetuated or supported anti-Semitic vio-
lence as a Church activity (200). There were a number of  Orthodox priests who 
condemned these practices and other anti-Semitic behavior, but their numbers 
were few and far between until after the Holocaust. After the Holocaust, many 
more priests reopened a dialogue about Christian anti-Semitism as particularly 
dangerous, and argued that Christianity had been used to justify the Holocaust; 
however, this never caught on as a widespread belief  within the Church (214). 
After World War II, the anti-Semitism of  the Church became less violent and 
apparent, but it continued. Popular Orthodox belief  at the time had Jews syn-
onymously linked to the socialist regime, and therefore responsible for the anti-
religious, anti-Orthodox policies (215). Vadim Rossman acknowledges that even 
if  the present-day Church claims to be free of  Judeophobia and makes positive 
changes to support that claim, it cannot outrun its historical “undercurrents” of  
anti-Semitism (241). These undercurrents make the case of  Jewish conversion 
all the more puzzling, as a topic to be explored is why Jews would actively join a 
religious tradition that so despised them.
 The second component of  the contextual background of  this topic is the 
aforementioned anti-religious programs that were engineered by the government 
in USSR. Beginning in the 1920s and early 1930s, the USSR directed an anti-
religious campaign at all faiths (Timasheff  20-30). Included in this was the de-
struction of  religious buildings or their change of  use to secular purposes, perse-
cution of  religious group members, and propaganda campaigns against religion 
(20-30). Their focus was mostly on the ROC and how the Church was linked to 
the Tsarist regime and promoted social inequalities (Sheternshis 273-294).  There 
was also an anti-Judaism campaign where Yiddish propaganda material spoke to 
the negative aspects of  Judaism in detail, written by former priests and yeshiva 
students (273-294). This propaganda worked, and Anna Shternshis considers 
those who were young adults in 1930s to be the last ones who were “familiar with 
religious rituals and therefore understood it is as a sharp contemporary parody 
of  their parents’ “backward” way of  life”, which pushed them to adopt the val-
ues of  the government and view the policies as advantageous (273-294). Many 
young Jews abandoned Jewish cultural practices and traditions, leaving a lasting 
effect on the following generations who would become unfamiliar with Jewish 
culture. Subsequent generations did not have such a positive response to these 
policies; Shternshis finds that after World War II, Jews had become disappointed 
in the Soviet system because of  the persecution that they faced (273-294). This 
information is important as it helps set the context for Jewish conversions and 
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provides understanding as to why Jewish conversion could have become such a 
popular choice in the post-war period. 
 It is also critical to note some differences in vocabulary in order to under-
stand Soviet Jews. In English, “Jewish” can mean that someone is religiously 
affiliated with Judaism or practices Judaism, but it can also mean that someone 
is ethnically Jewish and not at all religious. In modern Russia and in the USSR, 
these two meanings had separate terms, where the term “Jewish” (evreiskii) meant 
only that someone was ethnically Jewish (Kornblatt 50). Those who follow the 
religious laws of  Judaism are iudei. In this work, the use of  the term “Jewish” will 
refer to its evreiskii meaning, whereas iudei will be used to discuss those who are 
religious. This distinction was created as Early Soviet policies towards the Jews 
reclassified them as a “people” rather than as a religious group (Shternshis 275).

THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY: MEANINGFUL CONNECTIONS
 As previously mentioned, conversion to Christianity by Jews prior to the 20th 
Century was often an act of  coercion or convenience. With the beginning of  the 
USSR, all of  this changed and becoming religious became increasingly danger-
ous rather than the societal norm. Why, then, would people choose to become 
religious, and why, in the case of  Soviet Jews, would they decide to join a religion 
outside of  their ethnic tradition? To answer this we must begin with the early 
20th century, a critical time as it marks the beginning of  anti-religious campaigns. 
As these anti-religious campaigns were so widely accepted, it is curious to see 
why there was still popularity and positive sentiments attributed towards Ortho-
doxy. 
 Actual data on Soviet Jewish conversion in the Early 20th Century is hard to 
come by – understandably, as the ROC was expelled from society by the Soviets 
and forced to move underground. However, we can assume that there were still 
converts at this time, even if  they were not officially recorded. Anna Shternshis’ 
work, “Kaddish in a Church: Perceptions of  Orthodox Christianity among Mos-
cow Elderly Jews in the Early Twenty-First Century”, does not directly explain 
why Jews at this time converted, but it does shed light on Jewish-Orthodox rela-
tions of  the time and provide some potential reasoning as to why some would 
be drawn to joining Christianity.  Early on, Shternshish found that discussing 
Judaism with the respondents was not very fruitful; some were aware of  Jewish 
customs but rarely practiced them, and almost all indicated that Judaism was 
largely irrelevant to their ethnic identities (276). Thus, she switched her focus, 
and began to ask questions about the Orthodox Church, which revealed that re-
spondents often had a more meaningful connection to Christianity than to Juda-
ism (275). This positive attitude was unparalleled in the global Jewish community 
where Jews largely consider Jewish life at odds with Christianity, but she found 
that Russian Jews were indistinguishable from Russians in their attitudes towards 
the Russian Orthodox Church (ROC) (275). She even notes that “[t]his attitude 
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seems especially striking because the Russian Orthodox Church is renowned, 
both at high and low levels, for its anti-Semitism” (276).
 The author’s subjects were chosen as she considered them to be a generation 
that did not consider being Jewish as the misfortune that later generations would 
see it as (276). She also gave preference to Yiddish speakers, as she believed that 
they would be most exposed to Jewish culture and could provide accounts of  
Jewish life in the 1930s, but she admits that the proportion of  Yiddish speakers 
among her respondents greatly exceeds the proportion of  Yiddish speakers with-
in that generation (279). In this sense, her work represents the least assimilated 
segment of  Russian Jews, making their very positive feelings towards Christianity 
and the ROC all the more significant. The generation that she surveyed reached 
maturity at the peak of  the Soviet anti-religious campaigns and propaganda, so 
for many, their earliest religious memories were of  witnessing the closure of  
synagogues and churches (282). Surprisingly, there was great sympathy for the 
ROC, as Christians were viewed as the main victims of  Soviet anti-religious poli-
cies, since many saw more suffering on the part of  Christians than on the part of  
Soviet Jews, as there was an attempt to harshly publicly expel Christianity from 
society (282). Shternshis points out that this attitude becomes the foundation for 
further interest in the Church, as “the initial visits (“out of  curiosity”) led to oth-
ers, which respondents justified by expressing an interest in the architecture of  
the church building, a desire to learn more about religion in general, and, most 
astonishingly, an effort to affirm their own Jewish identity” (283). Among iudei 
Jews who went to Orthodox Church, they would often explain that they would 
practice Jewish traditions within Orthodox spaces such as practicing Kaddish, 
not reciting the prayer, but rather silently burning an Orthodox candle for this 
reason (288). Once again, her respondents were very connected to their Jewish 
heritage, as pointed out by their ability to speak Yiddish; this makes it safe to as-
sume that all of  their statements are also true for countless other Russian Jews. 
An argument can be made that those with weaker links to Jewish life would be 
even more involved in Christian life, many to the point of  conversion.
 Shternshis also asked directly about the anti-Semitism of  the ROC and 
whether or not it was felt by those who attended an Orthodox church, and after 
describing the anti-Semitic policies of  the church writes: “How, then, can Jews 
be attracted to the Church and consider it their own religious space? The respon-
dents seem unperturbed by this” (291). Some respondents clarified that they did 
not consider the anti-Semitism of  some to be representative of  Christian doc-
trine and therefore irrelevant to their decision to attend Orthodox service (292). 
A final revelation found by Shternshis is that respondents often addressed their 
religious views about Judaism consistently within a Christian framework, with 
the majority seeing Orthodox Christianity and Judaism as similar religions (293). 
In her conclusion, she does make reference to the topic at hand, and writes:

“We cannot dismiss the views of  the transitional generation of  post-
Soviet Jews as merely a curious historical phenomenon. My respondents’ 
children and grandchildren are usually much more interested in the Rus-
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sian Orthodox Church than their parents, while Russian Jewish immi-
grants in the United States, Canada, and Germany not only fill Jewish 
community centers, but also often revive Russian Orthodox Churches, 
where many attend services. In Russia, they prefer some churches over 
others, usually due to the friendliness of  a priest and his attitude toward 
Jews. Thus, what started as a byproduct of  Soviet antireligious policies 
may end with a fundamental transformation of  ethnic identity among 
post-Soviet Jews around the world” (294).

Here, she is linking her findings and the positive attitudes that she found towards 
the ROC as setting up for future generations additional involvement and inter-
est in the church, including their conversion. So, even if  this text only helps us 
speculate as to why the Jews of  that generation could have begun converting, we 
can see that there is a tangible link to be made between early positive perceptions 
and future conversion in Jewish generations as we begin to focus on the 1960s 
and 1980s.

THE 1960S GENERATION: THE SEARCH FOR IDENTITY
 Before delving into the details and reasons for conversion amongst those 
in the 1960s generation, a few words must be said about the work that we are 
drawing from. Judith Deutsch Kornblatt’s Doubly chosen: Jewish identity, the Soviet 
intelligentsia, and the Russian Orthodox Church used specific methodologies in order 
to understand Jewish involvement in the ROC. She decided to analyze personal 
narratives of  faith, and then pieced them together to understand a larger narra-
tive about “the meaning of  Jewish identity in Russia, and about why some Rus-
sian Jews turn to Christianity and become Russian Orthodox believers, despite 
traditional anti-Semitism in the Church” (Kornblatt 22). She also admits that she 
cannot know how skewed her pool of  subjects could be, as there is a lack of  
academic scholarship and a reluctance to identify oneself  as a Jewish Christian 
(25). Kornblatt’s book only looks at personal reasons for conversion gathered in 
conversational style, rather than conducting a survey and trying to generate data.
 The context of  the post war period has already been touched upon, but 
to briefly summarize, this generation felt much more disillusioned with Soviet 
anti-religious policies and felt targeted by increased anti-Semitic policies brought 
on by Stalin’s final days. All in all, times were very bleak and this was reflected 
in the stories of  Jewish Christians. Under these circumstances, many turned to 
Christianity as a form of  “inner emigration”, since leaving the Soviet Union was 
a very difficult task at the time (65). Joining Christianity was a way to leave Soviet 
society mentally while remaining physically present. However, why would Jews 
decide to pursue Christianity as a religious escape rather than Judaism? Here, Ko-
rnblatt does not give a satisfying answer and pays lip service to the lack of  Jewish 
religious life at the time, a fact which will be further expanded on in following 
section (66). As we’ve already begun to see, the decision to join Christianity was 
not necessarily made out of  interest in the doctrine but rather as it was an al-
ternative community outside of  Soviet society. When asked if  they thought they 
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were betraying their Jewish roots by joining Christianity, none of  the interview-
ees agreed (69). Most indicated that they had no Judaism and no iudei identity, in 
a sense proving that the separation between iudei and evreiskii was the reality for 
this generation. Another theme that Kornblatt found in this generation’s faith 
narratives was the sense of  dissidence. One man described how dissident groups 
like Zionists and Christians became allies for each other, 

“From the same underground came the dissident movement and the Zi-
onist movement Discussions would take place in the same house.... I 
didn’t hide the fact that I went to church. For those Jews in those days the 
fact that we were Christians was not an issue. Most of  them had been in 
Stalin’s camps. Christians were not enemies. They were all allies. In those 
days we were a minority of  outcasts” (82).

Here we see that some began in Christianity as a method of  rebellion against the 
government and a safe haven from society, considering themselves to be aligned 
with other dissident groups and as part of  the larger counter-culture movement. 
Kornblatt highlights that in Moscow, the Zionist movement and Orthodox 
movement were completely linked, with many of  the Zionist youth leaders being 
Jews who were exploring entrance into the Church (82). In time, the group began 
to diverge, with some leaving Zionism while others became more passionate, 
but very few returned to Judaism (83). Many chose baptism into the Orthodox 
Church and made themselves into an important group of  Jewish Christian intel-
lectuals within the ROC in the late 1960s and 1970s (83). 

THE 1980S GENERATION: REAL VERSUS IMAGINED EMIGRATION
 With the generation of  the 1980s, many of  the reasons for joining Christian-
ity stayed the same from two decades earlier (84). However, there is one major 
difference between the two generations, as explained by Yury Glazov, writing in 
1980. 

“Soviet reality after the death of  Stalin, with its broken religious compart-
mentalization, is characterized by the Christianization of  Jews in Russia, 
especially among the younger generation. By the early 1970s, hundreds of  
them had joined the Russian Orthodox Church. It may be, however, that 
the Jewish exodus to Israel since that time has altered the situation” (86).

The chance for real emigration became more readily available in the 1970s, with 
over 1,215,500 Jews leaving the Soviet Union between 1968 and 1994, with the 
peak year being 1979 (87). Almost one-tenth of  the Jewish population of  the 
Soviet Union left during the 1970s, so there was no longer the reason of  joining 
the ROC because of  lack of  real world emigration (87). Along with emigration 
opportunities came the return of  Judaism and iudei Jewishness to the Soviet 
Union, as Russian Jews became more connected to the global Jewish community, 
creating a viable religious alternative to Christianity (91). Their Jewish identity 
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was still a reason for their oppression, but was also an opportunity for them to 
leave the Soviet Union (93). Despite these factors, the rate of  Jews joining the 
Church did not decline as this generation found its own reasons for conversion. 
 Before examining new reasons for conversion, it is important to recognize, 
once again, that many Jews did not see their identity as inherently containing a 
religious element. So divorced was all religion from society that “Jewish” stood 
as a marker of  ethnicity only in the 60s, 70s, and 80s (93). There was not pressure 
to inherently choose Judaism as their religion if  they were looking for a spiritual 
outlet, and they did not view being a Christian Jew as an oxymoron (93). 
 With the new terms of  Jewish identity solidified and new opportunities avail-
able for Jews, the reasons for conversion drastically changed in these two de-
cades. On the theme of  identity, some described choosing the ROC as a way to 
reaffirm their Russian identity, 

“Why Orthodoxy? Because the Russian language is my language. I gradu-
ated from a Russian school, and I am a teacher of  Russian literature. I am 
educated on Dostoevsky, on Tolstoy. In a communist country, religion 
was prohibited, but Russian literature was not prohibited. So it influenced 
us” (105).

Many others backed up this view by explaining that Orthodoxy is synonymous 
with Russian culture and that they converted in order to feel more connected 
with the Russian national identity (105). Others expressed their reason for con-
version was the need for stability. Completely different from the 60s generation, 
who joined the Church as an escape from a reality that they thought would never 
change, some members of  the 80s generation joined because their Soviet reality 
was changing too quickly and they wanted stronger ties to society through reli-
gious commitment and community (92). 
 One last reason for conversion was offered by Father Alexander Men.7 Men-
tioned in by both the 1960s and 80s generations of  Doubly Chosen, Father Men 
was an immensely important figure, described by Kornblatt as

“... a consistent and enduring influence on the 1960s generation of  newly 
baptized Jews, an influence, as we will see, that continued into the next 
generation. Furthermore, his name appears on the dedication page of  a 
number of  books by Russian and Russian Jewish scholars now in emigra-
tion. It is probably no exaggeration to consider him one of  the shap-
ing influences of  an entire generation of  Soviet and emigre specialists 
who helped bring contemporary Russian culture to the West. Almost all 
the subjects interviewed for this study mention Men’, describing either 
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a meeting with him, the importance of  his writings, or participation in a 
society established in his name” (70).

 While it is unfair to say that Men was the sole spiritual guide for Soviet 
Christian Jews, he did play an undeniably significant role in creating a Christian 
Jewish community within the ROC. He was born in 1935 in the Soviet Union to 
two Jewish parents (70). His mother was very interested in the Orthodox Church 
and brought her children along with her while their father taught them Hebrew, 
Jewish traditions, and Zionist values (72). Even in his devotion to Christianity, 
he did not attempt to hide or forget his Jewish roots, and many noted that he 
looked more like a rabbi than a priest at times (72). Men’s influence on Christian 
Jews, and of  course on Christians in general, comes from his writing and from 
the popularity of  his books. He focused his work on the universalism and inclu-
siveness of  The Word and aimed to bring religious experience back to the Soviet 
Union (79). This message attracted a wide audience and brought in Jewish intel-
lectuals who felt traditionally excluded from Orthodoxy, as churches are distin-
guished by nationality (79). Within his work, Men extended interest in bridging 
the gap between science and religion, the secular and the Church, giving him an 
immense university-educated audience (79).
 Men tied up many of  the loose ends that exist in the personal stories of  con-
verted Soviet Christian Jews. For those in the 1960s who wanted an escape from 
their soviet reality or those in 1980s who were seeking stability, Men’s writings 
and faith were available (80). For those who felt alienated from Orthodoxy and 
unfamiliar with Judaism, Men served as a spiritual bridge. There are many more 
examples and cases that lead to Men, since he was viewed by the community as 
an “apostle”8 who brought them into the faith (80). Men was murdered in 1990, 
and most consider him to have been killed by ultra-nationalist members of  the 
ROC who opposed his baptisms and acceptance of  hundreds of  Jews into the 
faith (Knox 68). His legacy has not faltered since his death, and if  anything, he 
has grown into being a father figure for Soviet Christian Jews (Kornblatt 70). 
 As we can see, reasons for joining the Church varied across individuals and 
decades. There were those who converted in order to escape the Soviet reality, 
whilst others converted in order to ground themselves further in reality; some 
who reaffirmed their Russian identity by joining, and some who saw the Ortho-
dox Church as a dissident movement. So far, the largest commonality in convert-
ing is Father Alexander Men, but his extensive works provided for many inter-
pretations as to why a Soviet Jew should join Christianity: interest in a common 
ground between science and secular world? Looking for compassion? Searching 
for spirituality in Soviet society? These are countless other questions had an an-
swer in Father Men’s theology.

EFFECTS AND ANALYSIS: COMMON GROUND AND REPERCUSSIONS
 Despite the lack of  succinct commonality in reasons for joining the Church, 
Kornblatt does find a commonality in the effects that Christianity had on Soviet 
Christian Jews: the sense of  being “doubly chosen” and how the Church gave 
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them a deeper understanding of  their Jewish heritage and its significance (99). 
She reports that almost all of  her interviewees felt more positively about their 
Jewish heritage after learning about Jewish history through the Christian lens 
and that it led some to believe that they were chosen twice – once as Jews as the 
chosen people of  “the first” Jerusalem and once as Russian Orthodox people 
from “the second Jerusalem” (99). For one man, reading the Gospels allowed 
him to finally understand what it meant to be a Jew, and he considers it to be 
the first Jewish book that he read (95). Another, who grew up being ashamed 
of  being Jewish, felt that “the more I am a Christian, the more I feel myself  a 
Jew” (95). Kornblatt reports hearing this type of  sentiment reiterated count-
less times among the people who she spoke to, as they did not feel the need 
to hide or renounce their Jewish identity but rather felt welcome to embrace 
it. This phenomenon was best summarized by Mikhail Agursky: “Christianity, 
which had always seems [sic] a mortal threat to the national existence of  the Jew-
ish people, can in our day become a source of  new national rebirth” (95). But 
this positivity seems to be unique to Russian Christian Jews, as the author points 
out that her conclusion is at odds with all other scholarship about other Jewish 
out-converts to Christianity (97). So despite the ROC holding the reputation 
of  being anti-Semitic in its theology and practices, it allowed for small enclaves 
where Christian Jews could feel positively about both their Jewishness and their 
devotion to Christianity. Many parishes serve only this purpose, and Kornblatt 
highlights Father Michael Meerson, who leads a Russian Orthodox parish in New 
York City, and Father Pavel, who leads a Jewish Christian parish in Moscow (97). 
Father Pavel speaks on behalf  of  his flock explaining that “The reality is that a 
Jewish consciousness has either awoken or been born in practically all the Jews 
who have begun to live a Church life” (99). This can provide an answer as to 
what converts gained in joining the Church, as according to Kornblatt’s findings 
we see that many Christian Jews reconcile their identities and allow for them to 
build off  each other, rather than detract from one another.
 Before accepting Kornblatt’s conclusions fully, further analysis of  her argu-
mentation must be made. As mentioned in the section on the 1960s generation, 
Kornblatt does not fully explain her assertion that Jewish life no longer exists in 
the USSR, writing that “they had no Judaism, so that entrance into the Church 
did not feel like a betrayal of  an earlier religious identity” (69). This is at odds 
with most scholarship surrounding Jewish life in the 20th Century, and she of-
fers no explanation as to why her work or her subjects should differ from the 
standard. To contrast her views, we can look at Mordechai Altshuler’s work con-
cerning the public effects of  Jewish holiday observance in the Soviet Union (Alt-
shuler and Sternberg 183-191). Altshuler explained how Jews would celebrate 
holidays9 by circumventing Soviet rules by using vacation time or sick time to 
leave work and by not attending class or school. These examples are extremely 
pertinent as they represent the societal effect felt as Jews observed private holi-
days, therefore proving the popularity of  Judaism and Jewish traditions within 
the Soviet Union. In Kiev on Yom Kippur of  1951, government representatives 
reported that thirty-four commercial stations were closed because the majority 
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of  their workers were at synagogue that day (186). For Passover of  1954, sev-
eral hundred Jewish children did not show up to school in Chernovsty, meaning 
that Jewish holidays were also being passed down to children (186). These are 
only two examples, but there were likely thousands of  examples year after year, 
holiday after holiday, across the Soviet Union. Kornblatt does a disservice to her 
own argument by failing to address this, as it would be interesting to find out why 
Soviet Christian Jews did not connect with the Jewish culture of  their time rather 
than saying that said culture didn’t exist.
 Another shortcoming of  Kornblatt’s book is that she does not explain what 
aspects of  Russian Orthodoxy attracted Soviet intelligentsia, Jews included, to 
convert (Kenworthy 224-227). Another academic, Scott Kentworthy also won-
ders why Kornblatt did not explain why Jews chose Russian Orthodoxy instead 
of  another form of  Christianity and why she did not include Russian Orthodox 
theology of  conversion in order to explain the process (224-227). Despite these 
oversights, Kornblatt does deepen the understanding of  a rarely studied people 
and manages to create persuasive conclusions as to their experiences and what 
this means for ethnic-religious identity relations. 

CONCLUSION
 At the beginning of  this work, several questions were posed.  They concerned 
why individuals would choose to become more religious in the anti-religious cli-
mate of  the USSR, why Soviet Jews would abandon Judaism in favour of  Christi-
anity and classically anti-Semitic Russian Orthodoxy, and what they gained from 
their conversions. After investigating Soviet Christian Jews in the 20th Century, 
it remains hard to answer many of  these questions definitively. The first reason 
for this is that there is still a need for greater scholarship in order to authenticate 
the claims being made by the referenced authors, but the second reason is that 
the matter of  religion will always remain private and individual. Jews came to the 
Russian Orthodox Church in their own ways and for their own reasons, which 
explains why often one individual’s reason would contradict another’s. Someone 
wanted to escape or dissent against Soviet society through the Church, while 
another used the Church as a stronger link to the aforementioned society. One 
of  the only conclusive elements in conversion is Father Alexander Men, whose 
teachings applied in some way to almost all Soviet Jews joining the faith. 
 The answer to why Jews would abandon Judaism is not satisfyingly answered 
by current scholarship. We must first accept that most of  the generation of  the 
1930s abandoned Jewish life, as argues Shternshis and that this had repercussions 
in creating a rift between Jewish life and future generations. Kornblatt extends 
this argument and asserts that Judaism never picked back up, but most scholar-
ship about Jewish life in the 20th Century, including other books by Shternshis, 
proves the opposite conclusion. The explanations of  why the Russian Orthodox 
Church was chosen are much more defined, with explanations of  how the Or-
thodox Church is the crux of  Russian culture, and testimonies throughout the 
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century explaining that anti-Semitism did not deter Jews from the Church or 
seriously impact their perceptions of  it. 
 The most concrete answer to the above is the explanation of  what was to be 
gained by conversion, which includes convincing personal testimonies alongside 
the experiences of  priests and their flocks. The result of  conversion was not be-
coming Russian and shedding the Jewish identity, but rather the enigmatic return 
to pride in both their faith and their ethnicity. This leads us to conclude that for 
Russian Christian Jews, their faith is not in opposition with their sense of  Jewish-
ness but rather complementary in a way that is completely unique to them and to 
the Russian Orthodox Church.

Notes

1. Within the Eastern Orthodox tradition, national Orthodox churches 
are often autocephalous, meaning that the head bishop does not report 
to any higher-ranking bishop, but maintains communion with other 
churches within the faith. 
2. The Jewish Question refers to the policies of  the Russian Empire 
regarding Jewish people, often meaning assimilation. 
3. For more on this, I recommend Chapter 5 of  Rossman’s book. 
4. The “Third Rome” and “Second Jerusalem” comes from an epistle 
written by Philotheus to Ivan III between 1514 and 1531. In this work, 
he wrote of  how after the fall of  Byzantium, the Russian Empire and the 
Russian Orthodox Church were to become the new caretakers of  true 
faith. 
5. Targeted anti-Jewish violence in Russia beginning in the 19th Century.
6. The Christian accusation that Jews kidnapped and murdered the chil-
dren of  Christians in order to use their blood as part of  their religious 
rituals during Jewish holidays.
7. A recommended biography on Father Alexander Men is “The Life and 
Work of  Father Aleksander Men” by Michael Meerson.
8. Full quotation, “For the structure of  our generation, not the genera-
tion in general, of  people who were cut off  from culture, from true 
society, Alexander Men played a colossal role. He was an apostle in the 
full meaning of  the word.”
9. For more on Jewish holiday observance, Chapter 14: Holiday Obser-
vance in the Private Sphere in Altshuler’s Religion and Jewish Identity in 
the Soviet Union, 1941-1964 is recommended.
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I KNOW YOU, I KNOW YOUR NAMES
The Power of the Ren in Ancient Egypt

Gabrielle Samra

Over the millennia, Egypt has been regarded as a land steeped in myth, 
mystery, and magic.  Although within the field of  Egyptology the un-
known far surpasses the known, historians such as Geraldine Pinch, 

Christian Jacq, and Penelope Wilson unanimously agree that magic, in one form 
or another, was definitively part and parcel of  ancient Egyptian religion and cul-
ture.1 Words and names in particular were considered to be sacred magical tools 
which, if  wielded correctly, could unleash astonishing powers of  both good and 
evil. Throughout ancient Egyptian history, the use and preservation of  an indi-
vidual’s name was deemed to be of  the utmost importance. Conversely, through 
the practice of  damnatio memoriae, or ‘damnation of  the memory,’ the erasure of  
an individual’s name would ensure their elimination from the living record. This 
paper will endeavour to explain the significance of  the name in ancient Egyptian 
society and the consequences of  removing it from historical memory. 
 Although the current study of  ancient Egyptian heka, loosely translated as 
‘magic,’ is mired in misconception and exaggeration, the evidence for its exis-
tence spans approximately four and a half  thousand years, with archaeological 
findings dating all the way back to the fourth millennium BCE (Pinch 9). Magic 
permeated nearly every facet of  ancient Egyptian life, influencing powerful kings 
and commoners alike (Jacq ix). Magic and religion seem to have enjoyed “a sym-
biotic relationship” (Pinch 12), and as such, its secrets could only be revealed 
to those of  the highest order (Jacq ix). According to historian Alan Lloyd, heka 
“may be defined as the Egyptian conviction that a knowledge of  words and ac-
tions of  power can confer the capacity to alter radically the world of  normal 
experience, whether it be the normal experience of  gods or men” (71). This in-
timate association between magic and words is exemplified in the creation myth 
of  the Memphite theology inscribed upon the Shabaqo Stone (Jacq xi). In this 
myth, the god Ptah is said to have conceived the elements of  the universe with 
his “heart,” or mind, and to have brought them into being with his “tongue,” 
or commanding speech (Pritchard, “Memphite Theology” 1). The spoken word 
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thus consists of  the power of  creative utterance “essential to the summoning 
of  gods and people into being” (Pinch 24). A similar idea is later echoed in the 
Bible, wherein it is written “In the beginning was the Word … and the Word was 
God” (John 1:1).
 A society which treasures the power of  words will undoubtedly find great 
significance in the power of  names as well. First and foremost, the ancient Egyp-
tians believed that one of  the main components of  the human soul was in fact 
the ren, or ‘name.’ As an element of  power, the ren “did not simply identify but 
defined an individual” (Ritner 33); moreover, it was said to exist only so long as 
the name was spoken, meaning that the Egyptians placed enormous importance 
upon the preservation of  an individual’s name (Jacq 49). They also believed that 
to some extent, the simple utterance of  a creature’s or an object’s name by a 
magician or priest could bring that very creature or object into existence (ix), 
reminiscent of  the aforementioned role played by Ptah. Thus for the Egyptians, 
knowledge of  an individual’s true name constituted the key to magical power 
(49). Divine names in particular wielded incredible magical influence, as exem-
plified by Re-Atum’s statement that “Magic is my name” (Ritner, Papyrus BM 
10188) and demonstrated in the story “The Cunning of  Isis.”
 Located in the twelfth century BCE Turin Magical Papyrus, “The Cunning of  
Isis” – also referred to as “The Legend of  Isis and the Name of  Re” - is founded 
upon the principle “that the name of  a person contains the essence of  that per-
son” (Wilson 69). The remaining fragmentary evidence pertaining to the story 
relates the tale of  the goddess Isis, renowned for her magical prowess and heal-
ing abilities, who engages in a plot to uncover the sun god Re’s true name. Know-
ing that even the gods possess secret names hidden at birth, Isis lays a trap for 
Re so that she may “learn the name of  the noble god” (Ritner, “Legend of  Isis” 
33). She creates a poisonous serpent from mud mixed with Re’s spittle in order to 
injure the solar deity; although the bite of  a snake is not fatal to a god, Re, beset 
by agony from the bite, requires the aid of  Isis’ healing powers. After diagnosing 
the snakebite, Isis concludes that Re can only be cured if  he reveals his secret 
name to her, as “a man lives when one recites in his name” (33). Since Re is “one 
who has numerous names” (33), Isis knows that he will not easily reveal his true 
one. However, once the pain becomes too great for the god to bear, Re ultimately 
succumbs to his anguish and “announce[s] his name to Isis, the Great One of  
Magic” (34). With Isis’ spell Re is healed, but the goddess now knows the sun 
god’s secret name; the implication of  the myth thus being that knowledge of  the 
true name constituted the basis of  Isis’ enormous magical power and vast field 
of  influence in ancient Egypt (Wilson 69).2 

 The Turin Magical Papyrus tells a parallel tale in which the power of  the ren is 
once again used to cure the ails of  the suffering. However, this myth involves the 
gods Horus and Seth instead of  Isis and Re. While Seth suffers from an undis-
closed ailment, Horus offers to heal him, explaining that “One is able to work 
magic for a person by means of  their name” (Pinch, Papyrus Turin 31). Like Re, 
Seth attempts to give Horus a variety of  false names in lieu of  revealing his true 
name; yet once the pain becomes too great to bear, Seth reveals his secret name 
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to be “the evil day on which nothing can be conceived or born” (32). By uncov-
ering Seth’s true name – i.e. his true nature – Horus is able to heal the stricken 
deity (Pinch 32).
 Just as knowledge of  the ren could result in restorative properties, the ancient 
Egyptians believed that knowledge of  the name could cause harm as well. This 
belief  was most prominently expressed through the use of  execration texts. One 
of  the various spells listed in the Coffin Texts, these execratory inscriptions con-
sisted of  hieratic script listing the various enemies of  Egypt upon clay pots or 
stone figurines. In most cases, these texts consisted only of  the name, parentage 
and title of  the enemy, which would then be smashed to ensure a curse befell the 
individual in question (92). One such example, entitled “The Execration of  Asi-
atic Princes,” resides in Berlin’s Egyptian Museum. These Middle Kingdom frag-
ments of  execratory pottery bear lengthy inscriptions naming several of  Egypt’s 
enemies during the period, such as “the Ruler of  Shutu, Ayyabum, and all the 
retainers who are with him” and “the Ruler of  Asqanu, Khalu-kim” (Pritchard, 
“Egyptian Execration Texts” 225). The idea behind this ceremony originated 
from the belief  that the name was such an integral part of  an individual’s person-
ality that by killing it (in other words, by smashing their name), the enemy’s pun-
ishment would extend well on into the afterlife (Pinch 93). These execration texts 
were aimed mainly at the rulers and tribes of  Nubia, Libya and Syria-Palestine, 
and their existence today serves as a valuable source of  information regarding 
the enemies of  ancient Egypt (93).
 The magical nature of  the name found its greatest significance in the context 
of  the funerary arts in ancient Egyptian society. Modern Egyptologists have 
uncovered a surfeit of  information relating to the immense focus placed by the 
Egyptians upon death and the afterlife. This society was believed to have feared 
death above all else; as such, funerary ceremonies were dominated by magic (Jacq 
xi). Since the “worst fate for any being” was to see his or her name destroyed, 
ancient Egyptian magic would take “every precaution to ensure that the name 
last[ed] for ever” (49). The cult of  the deceased was primarily maintained by 
priests and relatives who would bestow prayers and offerings upon the dead 
in order to nourish the spirit in the afterlife (Wilson 70). The point of  contact 
with the dead remained the name: all the focal parts of  the cult - the false door, 
the stela, and the offering table - were carefully inscribed with the name of  the 
deceased (70). Often these inscriptions would call upon the living to recite the 
names of  the departed “so that [the living] shall cause [the dead] to be remem-
bered without [the dead] being forgotten” (Gardiner and Sethe 10). The Late 
Period tomb of  Petosiris is engraved with a similar sentiment: “A man is revived 
when his name is pronounced” (Teeter 131). As historian Emily Teeter notes, 
“The tomb and its decoration, with their many references to the tomb owner, 
were vital parts of  the deceased’s link with immortality” (131).   
 This notion of  eternal existence was primarily realized through the name. 
Within the afterlife, it was believed that the ka, or ‘double,’ and the ba, or ‘spirit’ 
of  sorts, could only recognize the offerings made to them “by the hieroglyphs 
naming the particular person” (Wilson 70), since it was these glyphs which com-
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municated the correct information to the dead. In the kingdom of  the dead 
itself, it was of  utmost importance that an individual remember his or her own 
name in order to safely traverse the Duat, or the realm of  the dead (Jacq 51). Spell 
407 of  the Coffin Texts iterates the notion that upon meeting the “Eternal stars” 
in the sky one must first declare that “I know your names” (Jacq 52), so that the 
soul may be deemed worthy of  accompanying the sun god on his barque.
 Knowledge of  the name was also said to “invoke the being of  an individual 
for good or for bad” (Wilson 69). Those who were of  a sufficient status often 
had their names inscribed in hieroglyphics, as these glyphs provided an extra 
boost of  magical energy (69). Although a statue or a relief  sculpture could be an 
image of  anyone, once it was identified with a name it “gave identity to that im-
age and image to that individual” (69). The application of  a name thus ensured 
that an image would be recognized by various entities throughout time, serving 
a crucial function in the contexts of  tomb and burial culture, as iterated above. 
Egyptologist Penelope Wilson takes the argument even further by proposing that 
the importance bestowed upon an individual’s name can also explain “the ideal-
ized images which [are] associate[d] with Egyptian art” (70). She argues that the 
ancient statuary found in Egyptian tombs and burial sites were never meant to 
be regarded as portraits of  real people, but rather as “idealized images of  them-
selves as persons of  rank and status identified by their names and titles” (70). 
 One major consequence of  the magical nature of  the name was the idea that 
“the complete removal of  the name of  a person could also remove their exis-
tence” (71). This belief  prompted the practice of  damnatio memoriae, whereby the 
names of  criminals or those deemed enemies of  the state would face erasure. 
However, the complete removal of  an individual’s name was considered an ex-
tremely heavy punishment, thus the “first level of  punishment [was] to remove 
from the name of  the accused that of  the god who might have been part of  it” 
(Jacq 51). Christian Jacq suggests that this punishment was bestowed upon the 
would-be assassins of  King Ramesses III (c. 1184 BCE – 1153 BCE) as recorded 
in the Papyrus Harris. These hired killers attempted to use magic to kill the king, 
but in their failure their names were changed to “Re hates him,” “Evil in Thebes” 
and “the demon” (Jacq 51). 
 In more extreme cases, names would be entirely obliterated from living mem-
ory, ensuring the final end of  an individual’s existence in the afterlife. If  the 
name of  a tomb owner was to be erased, the ka of  the deceased would no longer 
be able to recognize its images and would be unable to gain proper sustenance, 
resulting in the individual failing to live on in the afterlife (Wilson 71). By for-
getting an individual’s name, both their memory as well as their cult would be 
forgotten and consigned to oblivion. The process of  erasure was thus a sort of  
“second death” (Jacq 51) for the Egyptians, constituting the “most feared end 
for any human life” (Wilson 71). By erasing all memory of  the guilty party, he or 
she was “destroyed to the depth of  his being” (Jacq 51).
 The practice of  damnatio memoriae was a strong political gesture in a culture 
wherein such beliefs permeated society as a whole. The surviving fragmentary 
Egyptian king lists provide the greatest clues as to the impact of  such an erasure 
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from history (Redford 19). These king lists consist of  a set of  documents “from 
the entirety of  Egyptian history” (Mieroop 14) which essentially itemize ancient 
Egyptian kings. To date, the two longest and most complete king lists are the 
thirteenth-century BCE’s Turin King List and Manetho’s History of  Egypt from 
the third century BCE (16). Both of  these documents endeavour to provide a 
full chronicle of  Egyptian kingship, with their relative success resulting in their 
ongoing consultation today. However, there exist other, rather more incomplete 
king lists which demonstrate the consequences of  the erasure campaigns perpe-
trated on Egypt’s own soil. One such list is depicted upon the walls of  the temple 
at Abydos, according to which seventy-five of  King Sety I’s (c. 1294 BCE - 1289 
BCE) predecessors are arranged in chronological order, each represented by a 
cartouche (14). This list, like many of  its brethren, is incomplete due to its care-
ful editing of  history so as to remove “discredited rulers” (15) from its memory. 
Five kings of  the eighteenth dynasty are conspicuously absent from this list, 
King Hatshepsut (c. 1473 BCE - 1458 BCE) notably among them.
 Hatshepsut, heir to both the Ahmosid and Tuthmosid bloodlines, has be-
come one of  the most controversially celebrated figures of  the ancient world. 
Following her husband King Thutmose II’s (c. 1492 BCE - 1479 BCE) death, 
Hatshepsut rose to power as king and coregent of  Egypt alongside King Thut-
mose III (1479 BCE – 1425 BCE) (172). Throughout the course of  her reign, 
Hatshepsut would take on a variety of  royal names and titles, including the pre-
nomen “Maatkara”(172), the Nebty name “flourishing of  years”, and the Golden 
Horus name “divine of  appearances/manifestations/crowns” (Robins 103-104) 
- among others - in order to further validate and legitimize her rule. By changing 
her name to suit her office, Hatshepsut added power, influence and prestige to 
her stature (110). However, following her death, Thutmose III would embark 
upon a campaign of  erasure to remove Hatshepsut’s name from Egyptian his-
tory, successfully ensuring that later king lists would ignore her entirely (Mieroop 
173).  
 Although the reasons behind this erasure remain unknown, scholars specu-
late that it was due in part to Hatshepsut’s “abnormal” position as a female king 
(Robins 110) or perhaps due to Thutmose III’s hatred towards his “detested 
stepmother” (Mieroop 182), although this latter hypothesis is questionable at 
best. According to historian Marc Van De Mieroop, Hatshepsut was removed 
from history simply because her joint reign alongside her father’s legitimate suc-
cessor “was anathema to the idea of  exclusive rule” (15). Despite such conjec-
ture, the real circumstances behind her erasure remain a mystery. What is known 
is that by erasing Hatshepsut’s name from her monuments and statuary - or at 
the very least, her titles identifying her as a king - the ancient Egyptians ensured 
in the minds and eyes of  her people that Hatshepsut would exist neither in this 
life nor the next (Wilson 72).
 The most famous ancient Egyptian campaign of  erasure was not waged against 
Hatshepsut but rather against King Amenhotep IV (c. 1352 BCE - 1356 BCE), 
later rechristened King Akhenaten. Little archaeological evidence has endured 
pertaining to the true history of  this late eighteenth dynasty ruler; Akhenaten 
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has thus been portrayed in a multitude of  fashions, including as Egypt’s great 
“heretic king” (Redford 4), the “false prophet” of  Aten (Reeves 2), an artistic 
visionary, “the first individual in history” (Mieroop 210) as well as the progenitor 
of  the Amarna Revolution. There yet remain several conclusive facts relating to 
Akhenaten’s life and reign, one of  the most prominent being his institution of  
various religious changes throughout Egypt proper (200). Akhenaten promoted 
the worship of  one god, the Aten, over the traditional cult of  Amun, in an at-
tempt to ensure that Aten’s “name should endure for ever in the mouth of  the 
living” (Erman 163) whilst Amun’s name be consigned to oblivion. Akhenaten 
himself  appeared to fear the loss of  the written name, acknowledging this in his 
boundary stela at Akhetaten. He said of  the inscription, “It shall not be hacked 
out, it shall not be washed over with gypsum-plaster. It shall not be lost and if  
it is lost, if  it disappears, or if  the stela on which it is falls down, I shall renew it 
again as a new thing in this place where it is” (Wilson 73).
 The Amarna period during which Akhenaten ruled was an era of  great reli-
gious upheaval and political turmoil which culminated in the systematic deletion 
of  Akhenaten’s existence from historical memory (Reeves 8). Akhenaten’s rule 
was viewed in such a dim light that his successors were also forced to pay the 
price: King Neferneferuaten (whose true identity remains under dispute), King 
Tutankhamun (c. 1336 BCE – 1327 BCE) and King Ay (c. 1327 BCE – 1323 
BCE) were all subject to erasure from the Abydos and other king lists (Mieroop 
209). On more than one occasion, the monuments of  these ancient kings were 
either destroyed or usurped, consigning them and the “beautiful child of  the 
living Aten” (Reeves 191) to oblivion. In the nineteenth dynasty, the idea be-
gan to emerge that King Horemheb (c. 1323 BCE – 1295 BCE) was in fact the 
direct successor to King Amenhotep III (c. 1390 BCE – 1352 BCE) instead of  
Akhenaten, thus suggesting that Horemheb’s predecessors were not legitimate 
kings (207).  By striking Akhenaten’s name from the official record, this revolu-
tionary figure was doomed for millennia to survive solely as the “bogeyman of  
the oral tradition” (Reeves 191).
 It is interesting to note that the importance attributed to names and the prac-
tice of  damnatio memoriae has not been relegated to ancient Egypt alone. Christi-
anity, for example, recognizes the magic inherent in a name by identifying “the 
Coptic magician” with both Christ and Mary (Jacq 52). This magician was said to 
command spirits and angels “by evoking the ‘true names’ by which he hope[d] to 
gain total effectiveness” (52), representative of  the lasting legacy of  Egypt and 
its religious beliefs. The practice of  damnatio was also a common occurrence in 
Roman portraiture (Wood 492), in which such infamous leaders as Nero (c. 37 
CE – 68 CE) and Caligula (c. 12 CE – 41 CE) were subject to intense campaigns 
of  historical and artistic erasure. In the case of  emperor Elagabalus (c. 203 CE 
– 222 CE), his legacy is such that “no man wishes to mention even [his] nam[e]” 
(Lampridius 1.3). According to the Scriptores Historiae Augustae, within the four 
short years of  his reign Elagabalus was deemed “so detestable for his life, his 
character, and his utter depravity” that the senate “expunged from the records 
even his name.” (18.1-2). In one form or another, damnatio memoriae continues to 
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occur in society today, through campaigns of  erasure and defamation directed 
against politicians and popular media figures. In fact, these practices have pre-
vailed even within modern Egypt, as exemplified by the 2011 Cairo court ruling 
to remove the names of  ex-president Hosni Mubarak (b. 1928) and his wife 
Suzanne (b. 1941) from all public places and institutions (“Egypt Court”).  The 
ancient Egyptian focus on the inherent power of  the name continues to influ-
ence society to this very day.
 Throughout the ages, Egypt has enthralled scholars and laymen alike with 
tales of  its magical splendour and mystery. Although it is unknown exactly how 
widespread the belief  of  magic was in ancient Egypt society, it is evident that 
this culture attached great significance to the power of  words and, more impor-
tantly, to the power of  names in its religious observances. The preservation of  
an individual’s name ensured his survival in the afterlife, whilst those who faced 
the erasure of  their names were doomed to be lost to the sands of  time. Even 
the most powerful men and women of  ancient Egypt were reduced to little more 
than a memory in accordance with such beliefs. All the knowledge Egyptologists 
have today regarding the various names and titles of  Egyptian rulers and their 
advisors is thanks to the value the Egyptians placed upon the preservation of  the 
ren millennia ago, thereby guaranteeing that the names of  these great men and 
women would survive well on into the future – whether they were meant to or 
not.

Notes

1. The link between ancient Egyptian magic and religion remains a highly 
debated subject in academia to this day; while certain scholars expressly 
believe that magic and religion were intrinsically intertwined, others 
maintain that they existed in different spheres in ancient Egyptian soci-
ety. For the purposes of  this paper, I intend to analyze ancient Egyptian 
magical practices within the context of  the religious domain. 
2. This myth may, perhaps, underlie the ancient Israelite taboo against 
speaking the holy Tetragrammaton, or the name of  God. Just as the 
deities of  ancient Egypt retained powerful secret names with which 
they could be controlled if  spoken aloud, it is plausible to assert that 
this same belief  was extended to the God of  the Hebrew Bible, thereby 
demonstrating the prominence not only of  ancient Egyptian customs in 
the ancient world, but of  the influential notion of  the power of  words 
and names as well.
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KIERKEGAARD AND THE MOVEMENT OF FAITH
Joe Modzelewski

INTRODUCTION

The very notion of  the ‘absurd’ is integral for understanding Kierkegaard’s 
philosophy of  Faith.1 He does not attempt to fully rationalize the topic of  
faith as a theologian may; however, he is not willing to part with it as a via-

ble and sound philosophical inclination either. In fact, Kierkegaard even situates 
faith as existing beyond the contemporary philosophical method, for he advises 
“[p]hilosophy cannot and should not give us an account of  faith […] least of  all 
[cheat] people out of  it” (Trans. Hannay 35). There are many philosophers who 
would disregard anything that exists outside of  rational philosophy’s framework 
as nothing but absurd, and Kierkegaard not only accepts Faith as relying on such 
but embraces it. The movement of  Faith that Kierkegaard recounts, contrary to 
notions attributed to faith in the Christian realm, for example, as a ‘negation of  
life’ (Trans. Spiers 9), is one that absolutely embraces the immanent reality that is 
this one without any trace of  pure resignation or renunciation. Faith as it moves 
“on the strength of  the absurd” is itself  an inherent contradiction, a “paradox” 
(Trans. Hannay 44, 55). To illustrate and gain insights into Kierkegaard’s move-
ment of  Faith, this extrapolation will delve into the movement to the infinite, 
and its relation and difference to the movement of  Faith. As well, the ethical 
dimension and Faith’s role in the relation between the universal and individual 
will be examined. Finally, contrary to the Nietzschean account of  Christian faith 
as a ‘negation of  life’, a comparison and relation of  Nietzsche’s Dionysian will 
be made to Kierkegaard’s movement of  Faith, all culminating to illustrate the 
paradox that lies hidden in the very foundation of  Faith itself.

 MOVEMENT TO THE INFINITE
 There is a movement in Kierkegaard’s philosophy that is one of  the infinite: 
a renunciation of  the immanent now for a consolation in the Other. The infinite 
movement can also be described as a resignation from the finite, as though one 
were surrendering themselves to the finite without allowing themselves to be 
captured and held by it.  As they “renounce the whole of  temporality” they in 
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turn, “win eternity” (Trans. Hannay 55). By renouncing the finite, or the ‘tempo-
ral’, and making a movement to the infinite, one is letting go of  and surrendering 
their being that is engrossed in the now, which allows one to feel reconciled and 
consoled in their pain that is a product of  the, often absurd, reality of  the finite. 
Conversely, this is why Kierkegaard often attributes courage to the movement of  
Faith, for he admits himself  that he lacks this very courage and even that same 
particular courage is itself  “paradoxical and humble” (Trans. Hannay 55). There 
is nothing wrong with relegating one’s Self  to the infinite, but it is possible, as 
the movement of  Faith displays and represents, to go further than the infinite, 
paradoxically so. To take it one step further than eternal consciousness, to once 
again jump into the waters of  the finite and not resign yourself  to where you are 
dry and on sturdy land, that is the comfort of  the infinite. But to swim out into 
the deep and open yourself  to the frigid and stormy now, each stride and breath 
fully yet gracefully absolving your being in the waters, that is the movement of  
Faith. Finitude is not lost but only gained, and if  possible, strengthened on the 
reality of  the absurd.
  If  one to is to resign themselves to the infinite, it is possible to accept all 
possibilities that once existed as finite for “[i]n an infinite sense” a finite pos-
sibility can become “possible” (Trans. Hannay 52) . An old man hoping to catch 
a legendary fish, believing it is more than legend, finally accepts that it is not real 
and renounces that chase and his fishing ambition. To do so he must accept, in-
finitely, the finite impossibility of  catching the legendary fish, but in doing so, he 
is actually accepting the legendary fish as an infinite possibility. His understand-
ing of  the infinite possibility, the possibility in the absurd, allows him through 
Faith to actually reclaim this possibility on the strength of  that very absurd. 
To begin fishing again with a renewed vigour that understands somewhere out 
there is the legendary fish that comes with belief  in the absurd, yet while also 
accepting its finite impossibility so as to not sink into delusion, without losing 
determination or intent in a humble fashion, is to make the movement of  Faith 
as it is the “paradox of  existence” (Trans. Hannay 53). It is a paradox because 
any rationally inclined individual would, at first glance, point out how the old 
man is lost and mistaken for pursuing something he finitely knows is impossible. 
Through Faith, the old man is able to retain this infinite knowledge along with 
a finite understanding. Yet, he still fishes on the strength of  the absurd, holding 
true to his eternal consciousness while relishing in the finite in pure affirmation 
of  it, for “this man has made and is at every moment making the movement of  
infinity” (Trans. Hannay 44). For this man that has made the movement of  Faith, 
fishing in and of  itself  is the true reward, whether or not he catches the legend-
ary fish. In looking at both movements, the purpose, condition, and outcome 
of  the movement to the infinite becomes clear and admirable for what it is. The 
movement of  Faith too becomes admirable in its own right and its seemingly 
contradictory nature, in conjunction with the infinite movement, and opens it-
self  up as an almost mystical, deceivingly simple metaphysical transformation of  
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Self. Finitude is gained and almost exalted through Faith and its relation to ethics 
only further exemplifies its seemingly contradictory nature. 

UNIVERSAL AND INDIVIDUAL
 The tragic hero, as regarded in classical Greek drama, can be considered as an 
ethical being, for she gives herself  up to the universal understanding and allows 
for a collective consolation of  this reality, of  the finite, or at the very least allows 
for the individual to absolve themselves in the universal through her. While the 
tragic hero is a hero of  the universal understanding, the knight of  Faith is the 
complete opposite of  the universal, as this individual remains closed off  from a 
mutual understanding of  what they do in the name of  Faith. For Kierkegaard, 
the knight of  Faith is an individual who has affirmed the finite, and continues to 
always do so on the strength of  absurd, as exemplified by Abraham and Joan of  
Arc (Trans. Hannay 94). In tragedy, poetry and spoken word are used to articu-
late ideals that the universal is able to reconcile with in a healing from the absurd 
finite reality. The knight of  Faith is unable to properly explain why they may do 
the things they do. Kierkegaard illustrates this point through Abraham; if  Abra-
ham were to attempt to disclose himself  to the universal and explain to his family 
that he was going to sacrifice his son in the name of  God, then Abraham’s entire 
endeavour would fall apart. He would appear to the universal understanding as, 
at best, misguided, and at the worst, utterly deranged. Another such example that 
can be drawn upon is Joan of  Arc. She stood in the face of  the English army 
with a less-than-formidable French opposition. However, Joan-of-Arc did in fact 
attempt to disclose herself  universally by claiming that angels and God were tell-
ing her to fight the English and win back the territory that was lost.  Thus, she 
enacted a “teleological suspension” (Trans. Hannay 53) of  the ethical by claiming 
direct contact with God and disobeying her place in society and the Church to 
follow her Faith (Richey 4). This would come to be her downfall. The only way 
she could disclose herself  in the universal made her appear ‘crazy’ and deranged 
until finally she was executed on accounts of  heresy and insanity (Trans. Hyams 
106). During her trial, she was questioned whether she believed she was in God’s 
grace and she replied; “If  I am not, may God put me there; and if  I am, may 
God so keep me” (Barrett 52). Here, just as Abraham had, she “utters no untruth 
then, but neither does she say anything” (Trans. Hannay 146). Joan-of-Arc is a 
unique case: in her attempting to merge with the universal and offering herself  
to it, she became at once the heretic of  her time, and remained the knight of  
Faith; her movement of  Faith was borne out of  an “interiority [that was] incom-
mensurable with the exterior” (Trans. Hannay 81). At present, Joan of  Arc is 
venerated both as a true knight of  Faith, an idol for those that hold faith, as well 
as a simple, mentally-ill warrior peasant (d’Orsi 153). For Faith, when attempted 
to be reconciled and understood in the universal, is automatically cancelled out, 
in this case as a mental illness or an attack on the ethical as ‘heresy’. Herein, 
the paradox is revealed. By acting on the movement of  Faith, one may have to 
commit the most unethical action of  all, which is complete concealment from 
the universal and an inability of  expression of  one’s doing so that you stand in 
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conflict with the ethical. However, according to Kierkegaard, by doing so and 
believing wholeheartedly in one’s action, one individual can actually stand in rela-
tion to the absolute and embody an ethical being that surpasses the ethical, as a 
universal standard, itself. Any doubt in Faith or one’s action in the name of  Faith, 
or even an attempt to relate to the universal, may turn one’s Faith into, or reveal 
itself  as, a realization of  sin. For in Faith, “the temptation is the ethical itself ” 
(Trans. hannay 69). Thus is the inherent contradiction and absurd reality of  the 
movement of  Faith. Joan-of-Arc did not relegate herself  amidst the English op-
pression of  the French by merely making a move to the infinite and reconciling 
the oppressive nature of  the finite with her eternal consciousness. Instead, with 
her internal consciousness fully realized, she completely threw herself  in the 
finite and with every stride and action grasped the finite, on the strength of  the 
absurd, in her fight for this reality to her death.  

DIONYSIAN WISDOM AND FAITH
 From approaching the comparison of  both Nietzsche and Kierkegaard in re-
gard to Faith, the first inclination is one of  seemingly irreconcilability.  However, 
Nietzsche and Kierkegaard both have much in common in regard to Nietzsche’s 
Dionysian and Kierkegaard’s movement of  Faith. Their methods and approaches 
to achieving an absolute relation to the absolute are fairly different, but the result 
and action that one should take after the fact are very similar. Kierkegaard’s no-
tions of  tragedy in Fear and Trembling are very similar to those held by Schiller, 
as recounted by Nietzsche, as “the hero being sacrificed in the name of  a moral 
view of  the world” (Trans. Speirs 106). Nietzsche sees this view of  tragedy as “a 
degradation” (Trans. Speirs 107), and it is interesting to note that surely Kierkeg-
aard would disagree with Nietzsche’s notions of  faith as only “performing what 
the believing person hopes to find” (Trans. Middleton 7). Despite these apparent 
contradictions, there is much to be shared between the two. Faith can affect a 
metaphysical transfiguration for the individual wherein. Despite Faith appearing 
as an unaesthetic phenomenon, it actually comes to “express the sublime in the 
pedestrian absolutely” (Trans. Hannay 45). With Faith and its affirmation of  the 
finite, there is a grace that is attained and aided by a realization of  the eternal 
consciousness, as through the strength of  the absurd, the eternal manifests in the 
temporal. So too does tragedy, as an aesthetic phenomenon for Nietzsche, affect 
a metaphysical transfiguration of  the “ugly and disharmonious” (Trans. Speirs 
140) into the “sublime” (Trans. Speirs 40), as the individual is revealed to be an il-
lusion in relation to the absolute, yet aesthetics allows for the affirmation of  this 
truth. As the Dionysian leads one to regard their non-particularity through aes-
thetics in absolute relation to the absolute, the movement of  Faith also allows an 
individual to stand in absolute relation to the absolute beyond universal notions 
of  ethics. Both approaches, as expressed by either thinker, are a paradox in and 
of  themselves when compared: at once repelled yet fully reconcilable in their no-
tions of  truth. The paradoxical underlining of  Kierkegaard’s movement of  Faith 
is even further exemplified in this comparison, for it “contains the expression of  
extreme egoism and […] the expression of  the most absolute devotion” (Trans. 
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Hannay 84). In contradistinction to Kierkegaard, Nietzsche explicitly mentions 
how an individual and their willing ego is “the opponent of  art and not its ori-
gin” (Trans. Speirs 32), and thus the individual, particularly through tragedy, is 
only acting in devotion to the Will “as the one living being”(Trans. Speirs 81). 
Nietzsche and the overstepping of  the individuation boundary in a complete dis-
solving of  self, and Kierkegaard and the overstepping of  the universal boundary 
in complete individuation are paradoxically complimentary in affirming the im-
manent.

CONCLUSION
 It can be difficult to fully reconcile with Kierkegaard’s movement of  Faith, 
for it is not a fully rationalizing philosophy, despite his notions of  it in regard 
to universality, ethics, and tragedy. It is but an intuitive charge, a hurling of  one-
self  into the absurd (Trans Hannay 36). Kierkegaard does offer concession for 
further understanding when he compares the inability to go further than Faith 
with the inability that may be expressed in going further in love. Never could 
one go further than love in relation to another human, yet no one would object 
that they are exactly static in it either (Trans. Hannay 150). It may be said that the 
movement Faith is an embodiment of  unconditional love for God and for the 
absolute that pulls its strength from the absurd and is unconditional, for it does 
not rely on outcomes or finite circumstance to draw its meaning or status. Yet all 
the same, it is engrossed and through a ‘sublime’ nature grasps the finite. Just as 
two young lovers, though they may realize in their finite understanding that their 
love will come to end someday, do not allow that to drag them into despair or to 
keep them designated in an infinite withdrawal. Instead, to love each other ever 
more and ever stronger in the present temporality, they draw on the eternal that 
is love itself  and bring timelessness into time on the strength of  the absurd. The 
knight of  Faith, in a similar way, loves God, loves the absolute, in a sense that he 
is not withdrawn but is unconditionally affirming this reality. In relation to the 
absolute, the knight of  Faith is living as a manifestation of  this reality, not of  a 
piece but of  a whole, however paradoxically so.

Notes

1. I have taken the liberty to capitalize ‘Faith’ just so its conceptual 
understanding as the main embodiment of  the movement and all its 
properties as a whole is taken into account when referenced as opposed 
to a more generalized lowercase ‘faith’. This myth may, perhaps, underlie 
the ancient Israelite taboo against speaking the holy Tetragrammaton, or 
the name of  God. Just as the deities of  ancient Egypt retained power-
ful secret names with which they could be controlled if  spoken aloud, it 
is plausible to assert that this same belief  was extended to the God of  
the Hebrew Bible, thereby demonstrating the prominence not only of  
ancient Egyptian customs in the ancient world, but of  the influential no-
tion of  the power of  words and names as well.
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